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C H A P T E R

INTRODUCTION

Binary collisions between atoms and molecules are the basis

of many chemical reactions and physical phenomena that occur

in dilute gases and gas discharges. Examples are reactions

taking place in the upper atmpsphere and in interstellar space

and, on the earth, reactions in flames, gas-discharge plasma's,

shock waves, gas lasers and magnetohydrodynamic generators.

For these processes the specific consequences of individual

collisions such as a reaction, ionization, excitation and de-

excitation are of great importance to the understanding of the

processes as such. To get information about how atoms and

molecules behave in each others proximity, scattering experi-

ments are commonly performed. The final outcome of these ex-

periments is information concerning the collision dynamics and

concerning (parts of) the interaction potentials using which

the collision can be described. In addition, information can

be obtained about the probabilities for transitions between

various .-states of the system. In this thesis modeL systems

will be discussed, for which the collision dynamics is rela-

tively sample and can be studied in great detail. The basis

for this type of studies was already laid in the early 1930's,

when Michael Polanyi performed his famous flame experiments.

In those flame experiments the chemical reaction between

alkali atoms and halogen molecules was studied (x). The re-

markable result was that the cross sections found were larger

than gas kinetic cross sections; in other words the forces

leading t.o the chemical reaction have a range larger than the

size of the electron clouds or van der Waa^s radii of the

reactants. This was explained by Polanyi and Magees (2) by the

introduction of the "harpoon" model (3'**). In this model the

reaction was explained using the following steps:

Cs + I2-*Cs
+ + I~ -»-Cs+ + l"...I -»-CsI + 1 . (l)
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The Cs+Ij has been taken as a representative example. It is

seen that the first step leading to the reaction is the for-

mation of an ion-pair. It is this step that gives the reaction

its large cross section because, as will be discussed shortly,

the electron jump takes place at a distance larger than the

sum of the hard sphere radii of the reactants.

This electron jump model is called the harpoon model, be-

cause the electron jump at a large distance creates two char-

ged particles which will attract each other. The electron jump

corresponds to throwing the harpoon to the whale; the Coulomb

force between the two particles thus created is the rope,

attached to the harpoon, by which boat and whale can be brought

closer.

The electron jump model introduced sofar is not able to

explain the large cross section. This can be seen from the

studies of the electron transfer process (S/6)

Na + I •+ Na+ + i" (2)

Here electron transfer occurs at the same distance as for

Cs + I2f but the electron jumps back later and the cross sec-

tion for ion-pair formation is relatively small. This is in

contrast to the Cs + I 2 system because here the cross section

for ion-pair formation, the first step of Eg. (1), is as large

as the reaction cross section. The situation gets even more

confusing if one considers the Cs + I system. Here the electron

does not jump at all (7'8), in spite of the fact that the

ionization potential of Cs (3.89 eV) is lower than that of Na

(5.14 eV). Clearly many problems remain to be solved. Never-

theless, the work of Polanyi and the advent of new experimen-

tal possibilities have triggered an enormous amount of work on

chemical reaction dynamics. The aim was to get information on

the course of the reaction on an atomic scale by using experi-

mental techniques that can probe these processes directly

(9'10); this is in contrast to the traditional techniques in

chemistry where from macroscopic observations, rate laws are

determined from which the reaction mechanism might be inferred

i11'12). At present a vast literature exists on elementary
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chemical processes and related topics such as chemical reac-

tions t 3 ' * ! 9 ' 1 0 ' 1 3 " 1 7 ) , chemiluminescence (18)/ collisional

excitation (19) and its inverse collisional quenching ( 2 0 ~ 2 3 ) ,

and collisional ionization I 6 ' " " 2 7 ) . Most of the litera-

ture cited refers to collisions involving alkali atoms. An

interesting extension of the work with alkali atoms is the

work on metastable rare gas atoms (28~ 3 0 ) , which behave in

many respect like alkali atoms and of which the behaviour is

important in view of laser mechanisms (91).

Returning to the alkali halogen problem, it seems that

there are at least two problems to be understood if one wants

to know the reaction dynamics in detail. The first is how does

the electron jump mechanism work; the second is what is the

basic difference between I and I,, which is relevant to the

present collisions.

Electron jumps in processes like (1) and (2) can at both

, thermal and hyperthermal energies exclusively occur at inter-

nuclear separations of the collision partners, wnere two po-

tential curves describing different electronic states become

degenerate. This means for the present case that the diabatic

potential curves for these states intersect and that the

adiabatic potential curves have their smallest separation

(2i»,32~ 37) # T h e transition probability for electronic tran-

sitions at these so-called curve crossings can be described

using the Landau-Zener theory (21*/3Sf38/39). The transition

probability is strongly dependent on the location of the

( curve crossing or crossing radius R . At very large values of

/ R ( >10 8) no interaction between the states is possible

anymore and the transition probability for an electronic or

ij non-adiabatic transition is vanishingly small. This is the

/ case for Cs + I collisions. At very small separations a cros-

sing can be effective but the corresponding cross section is

also small. The intermediate case occurs for the harpoon me-

chanism. Here R_ is well outside the hard sphere region of the

c

potential, but electron jumps can still occur with high proba-

bility giving rise to a large cross section. Systems where

harpooning occurs are theoretically attractive because they



do not involve close' encounters of the electron clouds of

the particles.

The second question that arose from the comparison of the

processes (1) and (2) is, what is under the present circum-

stances the basic difference between I and I2- This turns

out to be their behaviour after electron attachment. I is

stable and binds its extra electron with an energy of 3.06 eV;

i.e., its electron affinity is 3.06 eV. If a molecule under-

goes an electronic transition such as I, +I2 t^ie Properties

of the chemical bond, like the equilibrium distance and

the dissociation energy, will change. Consequently, if I,

is formed from the vibrational ground state of I2/ it will be

formed in a vibrationally excited state of I^. Formation of

I_ in a Cs + I_ collision is a vibronic or simultaneous vibra-

tional and electronic excitation. Classically speaking, such

a vibronic excitation sets the molecule in motion in an ex-

cited vibrational level. It will be shown later that it is

this motion that has a tremendous effect on the outcome of the

the collision. If the I- increases its bond length it also

increases its electron affinity; this means that a stretched

I 2 does not give up its electron anymore. This explains the

mechanism in process (1).

When the Cs approaches, the electron jumps with high probabi-

lity and at a large crossing radius, leading to a large cross

section. After the electron jump the I- bond length increases,

the electron cannot jump back anymore and there is enough

time to form the Cs - I bond and break the I - I bond. Of course

the discussion above has been simplified in many ways, but

hopefully it shows how important the long distance electron

jumps and the internal motion of the molecular ions are in

this type of collisions.

j To study the effect of vibronic excitation in an atom-

• molecule collision in more detail, one has to compare two

; times, the collision time tcoll» which is the flight time be-

tween the two curve crossings, and the vibrational period of

•1 the vibronic level t v i b. If t c o n <<
 fc

vib the molecule can be

' considered to be rigid and non-vibrating during the collision
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and no vibrational effects will be seen. If t ^ >>

many vibrations of the molecular ion and possibly also of the

tri-atomic complex are possible and it is hard to see the

dynamics of the collision. In this case a longlived complex

might be formed, which can be described using statistical

methods C 9 " 1 0 ' 1 1 0 ) . m the intermediate region (t c o l l«t v i ] j)

the effects of the vibronic excitation of the target molecule

on the collision dynamics can be studied carefully, which is

the subject of this thesis.

The molecular beam machine used for the experiments is des-

cribed in chapter 2. Three set-ups will be shown. One to mea-

sure total cross sections for negative ion formation in Na,K,

Cs + 0 2 collisions (energy range 3-6000 eV) . Another experi-

mental arrangement is used to measure differential cross sec-

tions for neutral scattering and positive ion formation in K,

Cs + O, and K + Br, collisions. The third set-up serves to mea-

sure energy-loss spectra for neutral K scattered at a certain

angle after a collision with O- or Br-• The energy range in

these last two experiments is from 20 to 150 eV.

The theory used in this thesis, some aspects of which al-

ready have been mentioned, is presented in chapter 3. The

electron-jump model is introduced for atom-atom collisions.

For atom-molecule collisions the theory employed is the sur-

face hopping trajectory method. The method and some of its

results for ion-pair formation in alkali-atom halogen-molecule

collisions will be reviewed. Finally, a new method, the

double Franck-Condon method, to calculate final vibrational

populations in collisions involving vibronic excitation will

be presented.

Collisions between alkali atoms and oxygen molecules are

discussed in chapters 4 to 6. Oxygen is taken as target be-

cause O~ vibrates very rapidly (t i b « 3 x 1 0 ~
1 4 s) and vibra-

tional effects can be seen very clearly. These effects result

in structures in the differential and total cross sections.

In addition vibrational excitation for neutral scattering is
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observed, which is due to the initial vibronic excitation

of the O^. This means that also this final vibrational exci-

tation of 0 ? is of vibronic nature, because it is due to an

electronic transition. All effects observed can be explained

by taking only two curve crossings into account.

Collisions between K + Br, are discussed in chapter 7.

Only neutral scattering is discussed. Because BrI is a slow
— 13

vibrator (t,H1_«3xl0 s ) , more than two curve crossings

can be important. Due to a third crossing vibrational exci-

tation is observed in neutral scattering, which is of' the '

same vibronic origin as is the case for K + O 2 '

All analysis in chapters 4 to 7 is based on the surface

hopping trajectory approach. It is applicable because never

individual vibrational levels are seen in the experiments.

Experimental results showing final vibrational populations

due to a vibronic process cannot easily be described by the

surface hopping trajectory method, and the double Franck-

Condon method should be used. Since no experimental data are

available yet in our institute, the method has been tested

on experimental data available in the literature, quenching

of metastable Ar by N2« The results show that also in this

case molecular motion of the N 7 during the collision gives

rise to oscillations on the final vibrational populations

as a function of energy.
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C H A P T E R II

THE MOLECULAR BEAM MACHINE

In this thesis the dynamics of collisions between alkali

atoms and the molecules 0 2 and Br2 are discussed. The collision

energies are hyperthermal, in the range from 5 to 5000 eV. In

this chapter the experimental techniques used to study these

collisions will be described. The experiments have been per-

formed using beam techniques, a good overview of which can be

found in the book by Fluendy and Lawley ( 9 ). The fast alkali

beams needed in our experiments are produced by charge exchange

or ion neutralization. In the source an alkali ion (M ) beam is

reneutralized according to the resonant process

( 3)

which has been studied extensively (see f1*1) and references

cited therein). The collisions between the thus produced fast

alkali atoms and the target molecules O 2 or Br2 take place

either in a collision chamber, where the target is present as

a static gas, or in an interaction region, where the alkali

beam intersects a thermal target beam. The outcome of these

collisions can be studied by various detection techniques,

which will be discussed later.

To prevent collisions between beam particles and background

gas in the apparatus, the experiments have to be carried out

under high vacuum conditions. Pressures are typically in the

order of 10 Torr. In order to achieve this the actual beam

machine consists of four differentially pumped vacuum chambers,

as shown in fig. 1. One of these, at the right of fig. 1, has a

diameter of 60 cm and is pumped with two oil diffusion pumps.

The other three chambers have a diameter of 40 cm and are

pumped with one mercury diffusion pump each. The large chamber

has been mounted after the experiments described in section

2.1 had been finished.

Three types of experiments have been performed using this

beam machine for the present work and they will be discussed

in the next three sections.



IS

Fig. i - Photographs of the «xp«rlTicntd. ,»t

The machine in this confiquratirr>

used in the experiments d< r.?-ibed

sections 2.2 and 2,3 ,
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2.1. TOTAL CROSS SECTION EXPERIMENT

In this experiment total cross sections for negative ion
formation in alkali-atom molecule collisions can be measured.
The negative ions are mass analysed. In the present work the
process

M + 0 2 -• M
+ + 0"2 or M+ + 0" + 0 ( 4 )

is studied, where M denotes Na, K and Cs. The collision ener-
gies studied are from 5 eV to 5000 eV.

The measurements were performed in a crossed beam apparatus,
which is given schematically in fig. 2. It consists of a char-
ge exchange source, an inhomogeneous magnet and a surface
ionization detector. From the interaction region, where the
primary alkali beam is crossed at right angle with a thermal
beam, the ions formed are extracted into a mass spectrometer.
Free electrons formed in collisions cannot be detected.
Collimation of the primary beam was achieved by the two slits
of the charge exchange source (width 0.3 mm) and a second slit
in front of the inhomogeneous magnet (width 0.1 mm). The beam
height was 3 mm.

The charge exchange source is of the same type as construc-
ted by Helbing and Rothe (*2) and has been described by Aten
and Los C3)- The acceleration voltage of the ions was direct-
ly applied on the cathode, which was heated by an AC current.
The energy spread introduced in this way is negligible as com-
pared with the high acceleration voltage. The total energy
spread is estimated to be about 1.5 eV FWHM at energies lower
than 100 eV and about It at higher energies.

An inhomogeneous Rabi-type magnet has been mounted in front
of the surface ionization detector in order to remove the ther-
mal alkali beam from the charge exchange source (""*)• Without
removal of the thermal beam the background level of the hot
surface ionization detector is intolerably high. The detector
consists of a w or ir wire (0.1 mm) which is heated by direct
current to approximately 1900 K. Around the wire a collector
is placed. The beam current is measured DC using a Keithley
electrometer. Between wire and detector a potential difference
of 200 V is maintained.
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25cnw
rig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the

total cross section experiment. The

fait alkali oasm is produced in a

charge exchange lourci (1). Its In-

tensity is measured with a surface

lonization detector (3), in front

3f whicn an inhomogtneous magnet

removes the thermal component from

the bnam. The ions formed in the

Interaction region are detected

using a mast spectrometer (41.

85 cm

650 mm
Fig. 3 - Schematic diagram of the

differential cross section experi-

ment. The fast alkali beam is pro-

duced in a charge exchange source

la). The alkali beam is directed

into a collision chamber (b),

around the exit slit of which a

detector (c) can be rotated. This

detector can observe both ions and *

neutrals (using surface lonization).

Fig. 4 - Photograph of the Br?

stalacmlte formed on a liquid <ij r

cooled surface. The stdl<icmiU' was

deposited by the Br3 beam from tim

focussing multichannel array, which

Is mounted in the motaL <)evloo just

visible above the st-ilacinit*1. The

distance from array tn cold --ui-

iace Is about 6 cm.
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The ions formed in the interaction region are extracted

with a field of approximately 500 V/cm into a magnetic mass

spectrometer, mass analysed and subsequently counted with a

Bendix M306 multiplier. The extraction and mass spectrometer

system has been described extensively elsewhere i1*5).

To evaluate the relative total cross section for a certain

mass one should know the number of ions produced and the

relative fast beam intensity in the interaction center. This

quantity is hard to evaluate because of several apparatus

effects. It has been shown elsewhere that in first approxima-

tion the relative total cross section can be calculated by

dividing the measured count rates by the corresponding surface

ionization detector signals. The resulting cross sections are

shown in figs. 40 -42 and will be discussed in chapter 5.

2.2. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION EXPERIMENT

In this experiment differential cross sections were measu-

red for neutral scattering of the projectile and for fast

alkali ion formation in K, Cs + O 2 and K +Br, collisions. Thus

the processes

and M++(X2)~ (5)

where (X2) denotes that several exit channels are possible

for the molecular ion, are studied in the energy range from

20 to 150 eV.

The measurements were performed in a molecular beam machine,

which is given schematically in fig. 3. It consists of a char-

ge exchange source producing the fast alkali beam, a collision

chamber or (not in fig. 3) a cross beam and a rotatable detec-

tor capable of detecting both fast neutrals and ions.

The charge exchange source has been described before C1*3).

For the present experiments the filament was heated using a

DC current. The exit slit of the source was 0.4 x 4 mm .

The collision chamber has been used in the O~ experiments.

It was made of a cylindrical tube with 6 mm internal diameter.

The entrance aperture has a diameter of 0.2 mm and the exit

aperture has a diameter of 2 mm.
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In the case of the Br~ experiments a cross beam made with

a focusing multichannel array was used in stead of the colli-

sion chamber. In this case the fast beam was collimated by a slit

(0.2 *0.4 mm2) 5 cm before the interaction region. The focus-

ing multichannel array ("S1*7) was mounted 5 cm above the

scattering plane. The backing pressure of the array is 0.5

Torr or less. This target beam represents a considerable gas

load for the system. In case of Br2, however, this did not

impose a serious problem because the beam can be pumped with

cryopumps. Using the cold surface of a liquid air cooled.cryo-

pump the focusing action of the array could be tested. To do

this the cold surface was mounted 6 cm below the focusing

array, 1 cm below the focal point. By keeping the beam on for

several days a stalacmite (*8) of Br- was formed on the cold

surface as shown in figs. 4 and 5. Its width confirms the ex-

periments performed by Lucas C) .

The entrance slit of the rotating detector, positioned at

122 mm from the interaction center, has a size of 0.2 x0.3 mm .

About 20 mm behind it is a filament to ionize neutrals (cold

W-ribbon). The ions formed pass through a grid and are coun-

ted by a channeltron multiplier. The filament was flashed be-

fore each data point was taken. During a flash the channeltron

high voltage was switched off. In experiments for neutral

scattering all ions were deflected by capacitor plates before

the entrance slit of the detector. When ions were measured the

ion deflection voltage on the capacitor plates was switched

off and the ionizing filament was put on a potential, approxi-

mately equal to the beam energy to deflect the ions directly

into the channeltron. In this way maximum transmission for ions

was obtained whereas neutrals were not detected. The relative

efficiency for neutrals and ions is unknown.

The energy scale of the beam has been calibrated using a

time-of-flight technique, in which the voltage of the source

filament was pulsed. The electronics used will be described

in the next section. The energy of the neutral beam turned out

to be approximately 90% of the acceleration voltage C3). The

accuracy of the energy scale is in the order of 5% and this
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means that the absolute reduced scattering angle T (= energy

x angle) will have at least this uncertainty.

The angular resolution of the experiment can be estimated

to be 0.3 degree (FWHM) in case of the collision ch^siber. In

this case the estimate can be made because of geometrical

reasons. It is iaore complicated to estimate the angular reso-

lution in case of the focusing multichannel array, because the

shape of the beam profile is not known accurately. Most likely

the angular resolution will have the shape of a Gaussian in

this case with a FWHM of about 0.5 degree.

Since, the detector contained only one slit in contrast to

an earlier set-up (lt9#S0) and thus sees the same interaction

volume at all angles, the count rate measured is directly pro-

portional to the cross section.

The entire machine has been automated using our laborato-

ries PDP 11/70 and its CAMAC serial highway. The computer con-

trols the angle setting of the detector, switches the high

voltage of the channeltron and the flashing current of the

detector filament. Data are stored on magnetic disk and can

be processed by various editing and plotting programs.

Results obtained in this differential cross section experi-

ment are shown in figs.-31, 32 and 51 and will be discussed in

chapters 4 and 7.

2.3. TIME-OF-FLIGHT EXPERIMENT

In this experiment the energy loss suffered by a K projec-

tile in a collision with O2 or Br2 is measured as a function of

the scattering angle. The process studied is

K(E°).+ X2 + K(E') + (X2) ( 6 )

E° and E1 denote the kinetic energy of the K atom before and

after the collision. The parentheses around the product X 2

denote that it might be vibrationally or electronically exci-

ted. Electronic excitation is also possible for the projectile.

The process has been studied in the energy range from 20 to

100 eV.
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Fig. S - Photograph of the Br2 «ta-

lacmito on the cold trap after this

trap hai been removed from the

vacuum system.

f)

1.0 m

Fig. 6 - Schematic diagram of the

cime-of-flight machine. The chopped

fast alkali beam is produced in a

cuarge exchange source; it consists

of an ionizing filament (a), deflec-

tor plates for the ion beam (b), a

charge exchange eel (c), and deflec-

tor plates (d) for ions that leave the

eel. The fast alkali beam is cros-

sed at right angles with a thermal

beam from a focussing multichannel

array (c). The scattered neutrals

<tre detected with surface ionization

on a cold Re ribbon followed by a

magnetic multiplier (£). The detec-

tor is mounted at a distance of

aDout 1 meter from the interaction

region. The drawing is not to scale.

tig. 7 - Schematic diagram of the

electronics and computer connections,

which is explained in the text. At

tue bottom of the figure a schematic

outline of the multiple pulsing

time-of-flight method is given.
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The experiments are carried out in a crossed molecular beam

apparatus. It consists of a thermal secondary beam from a

focusing multichannel array around which a fast alkali beam

can be rotated in a plane perpendicular to the target beam.

The scattered particles are detected by a fixed detector a

meter away from the interaction center. The detector is a cold

Re ribbon which ionizes the alkali atoms; these are subsequent-

ly counted using a Bendix magnetic multiplier. The beam sources

are mounted in the 60 cm diameter vacuum chamber shown in

fig. 1. The flight path consists of two 40 cm diameter chambers.

The detector is placed in the second one of these chambers.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is given in fig. 6.

The entire experiment is computer controlled using the in-

stitutes PDP 11/70 computer and a CAMAC crate. Data are stored

on magnetic disk, and several programs exist for data retrie-

val, editing and plotting. An online connection to a CYBER 174

luainframe allows rapid deconvolution of the measured spectra.

2.3.1 Fast beam source

The fast alkali beam is generated with a charge exchange

source which has been described previously C3). To chop

the beam, deflector plates have been installed between the

ionizing filament and the charge exchange chamber as shown

in fig. 6. The deflector plates are 3 mm long and are separa-

ted by a distance of 1.4 mm. The ion beam is collimated by two

3x0.2 mm slits placed before and after the deflectors. The

voltage applied to the deflector plates is +5 and -5 Volt;

a beam pulse is generated by temporarily grounding both plates.

In a similar experiment Gersching et al. (sa) obtained a modu-

lated beam by sweeping the ion beam across the entrance slit

of the charge exchange chamber.
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The ion beam is neutralized in the charge exchange chamber

and the fast neutral beam obtained is collimated by the exit

slit of the cell (3 *0.2 mm2) and by an additional slit of

3x0.3 mm2 mounted 16.5 mm downstream. The angular resolution

of the source obtained in this way is about 0.9 degrees FWHM.

The energy resolution of the source is discussed in a later

section.

The ionizing filament of the source is heated by short

(~ 5 msec) high current pulses in order to obtain a high duty

cycle for the source. Gating the detector electronics with'

the filament pulses prevents particles emitted during a hea-

ting pulse, when the energy resolution is bad, from being de-

tected.

2.3.2 Target beam source

The thermal target beam is produced by a focusing multi-

channel array C6'1*7), which is mounted 5 cm above the scat-

tering plane. The backing pressure of the array is 0.5 Torr

or less. The target beam represents a considerable gas load

for the system. To prevent chemical reactions of the target,

gas with the hot alkali source, we enclosed the entire target

beam in a 10 cm diameter stainless steel tube, around which

the alkali beam source can rotate. In the tube are apertures

for the primary beam and the scattered particles. The bottom

of the tube is connected to a 6 inch liquid air baffled oil

diffusion pump. In this way a differentially pumped secondary

beam and interaction region is obtained. The focusing proper-

ties of the multichannel array C 7 ) have not been measured

for 0 2. For Br2 the focusing action could be demonstrated as

shown in the previous section.

2.3.3 Detector

The scattered neutral particles as well as the main beam

are detected using surface ionization on a cold Re surface.

Before each individual measurement taking at most 100 sec
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this ribbon is flashed for about 15 sec. The ions formed on

the cold Re surface are extracted into a Bendix magnetic mul-

tiplier; the resulting pulses are amplified and transferred to

the time-of-flight electronics. Since the alkali atoms are

scattered directly from the cold Re surface (52), the detector

does not impose any additional time delay. Between the Re
2

wire and the interaction center a 5 * 1 mm slit has been moun-

ted to prevent particles scattered on background gas from

reaching the detector. Deflector plates in front of the detec-

tor have been employed to make sure that scattered ions can-

not reach the detector.

At small scattering angles the Re ribbon is continuously

exposed to the intense thermal beam from the charge exchange

source. Although these atoms are not ionized by the cold Re

ribbon, they do gradually lower the detection efficiency for

fast neutrals. Consequently, an inhomogeneous magnet (H*)

was mounted in the middle vacuum chamber to deflect thermal

alkali atoms away from the detector. However, it turned out

that the thermal beam did not have a significant effect on

the detection efficiency for fast atoms on the (100 sec) time-

scale of a measurement. Therefore most experiments were per-

formed without the magnet.

2.3.4 Time-of-flight method

Time-of-flight analysis of the fast neutral alkali beam and

the scattered neutrals is performed by modulation of the ion

< beam in the source before charge exchange (see section 2.3.1) and

j collection of detector pulses in a digital system. An attempt

was made to modulate the beam with a pseudo-random sequence

I to get a high signal to noise ratio (5 3 ) . Due to the consider-

able flight time of the ions through the chopper plates, this

approach was not successful. The cross correlated output signal

contained unacceptable negative peaks. Therefore a multiple

pulsing time-of-flight method has been used.

A schematic diagram of the electronics is given in fig. 7.

Clock pulses for timing are supplied by a 100 MHz crystal os-

cillator, followed by a programmable divider (8 steps from
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1 to 0.01). The clock pulses enter an n-bit (n=3,lO) counter,

which runs continuously during a measurement. At the end of

each counting sequence the counter is reset and starts again

at zero, generating an end-of-sequence or overflow pulse at

this moment. This pulse increments the sequence counter that

stops the electronics if a preset value has been reached. The

overflow pulse also triggers a pulse generator that subsequent-

ly gives an inverted pulse of adjustable length. The pulse is

amplified to respectively +5 and -5 Volts by the chopper am-

plifier and fed to the deflector plates in the source. The '•

beam is on during the duration of this inverted pulse. The

deflector plates are terminated by 50 Q inside the vacuum.

The rise time of the pulse measured at the chopper plates is

less than 10 nsec.

Each particle which reaches the detector generates a pulse

in the multiplier which is amplified and gated with the hea-

ting pulses of the source filament. The output of this gate

is connected to a latch which, upon receiving a pulse, incre-

ments a particular memory channel by one. The channel number

equals to the current counter state at the instant the pulse

reaches the latch. Since the zero of the time scale is defined

by a zero counter (which also triggers the beam pulse) a time-

of-flight spectrum is built up as detector pulses reach the

latch.

In our experiments the energy loss is relatively small and

the corresponding spread in flight time is small for all scat-

tered particles. Therefore many beam pulses can be sent into

the apparatus before the first one reaches the detector.

This multiple pulsing technique is shown in fig. 7. The arrows

denote main beam pulses which are generated each time the

counter completes one cycle (note that each beam pulse contains

on the average less than one alkali atom that reaches the

detector). The time span between two beam pulses is resolved

into 2 n - 1 counter states of memory channels. Since the coun-

ter is reset after each cycle, TOF spectra for every cycle are

added into the same memory locations. The p-th channel of

the memory corresponds to a flight time
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t = (N x (2 n- 1) +P) x At (7)

where N is the number of complete cycles between a beam pulse

and the arrival of its particle at the detector; At is the

inverse of the clock frequency. In the present experiments

N varied between 8 and 20 depending upon clock frequency and

beam energy. N is determined from the approximately known beam

energy or from experiments in which At or n are varied.

All the electronics which handle the fast (100 MHz) timing

have been constructed using fast logic components (MECL). in

fig. 7 this part is indicated by the dashed rectangle. Elec-

tronic delays in this unit are less than 10 nsec. The memory

has an access time around 1 psec. This does not affect the

time resolution of the time-of-flight unit but it does impose

limits on the count rate. The time-of-flight unit and its

memory comprise several CAMAC units. Other CAMAC modules that

are used in the experiment are also indicated in fig. 7. These

include a sealer, a unit controlling the angular position of

the sourcer a relay driver that switches the detector filament

heating and multiplier high voltage on and off, and a display

unit that puts measured spectra on an X-Y oscilloscope.

2.3.5 Measurements

Time-of-flight measurements have been made of the scattered

particles for several energies and angles. In order to inter-

pret the results it is important to measure a good time-of-

flight profile of the main beam. This is complicated because

the beam intensity is very high, in the order of 5 * 10 cps.

The multiplier is still in its linear range but the high

count rate imposes a problem because of deadtime or pile-up

effects in the electronics. Therefore we increased the discri-

mination level of the pulse amplifier that transfers multiplier

pulses to the time-of-flight electronics. It has been checked

by making first order corrections for the pile-up effects

(S3'5lf), that this method works well. The total number of

counts accumulated in a measurement of the main beam profile

was always larger than 2 * 10 .
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90 95 100

FLIGHT TIME (JJS)
105

Fig. 8 - Time-of-flight spectrum for

K + At collisions at 27.6 eV (LAB).

The solid line refers to the spec-

trum of the main beam. The open

circles represent data taken at an

angle of 1.3 degrees. The large

peak corresponds to the 39K isotope,

the smaller peak to 4 1K.

Fig. 9 - Time-off-flight spectrum for

K + O 2 collisions at 27.7 eV (LAB).

The solid line refers to the spec-

trum of the main beam. The open

circles represent data taken at

an angle of ],2 degrees ( t • 33

eV x degrees). The large peak de-

notes the 39K isotope, the arrow

denotes the position of the K

isotope, which is clearly visible

in the main beam spectrum, but is

obscured in the data for scattered

signal because of excitation in

the collision.

90 95 100 105
FLIGHT TIME (JJS)

4.

•j

49 49.5 50 50.5
FLIGHT TIME (JIS)

Fig. 10 - Time-of-flight spectra

for K + O2 collisions at 96.8 eV -

(LAB). The solid line refers to the

spectrum of the main beam. The

spectra Indicated with 0, A and

+ refer to scattered signal at

angles of respectively 1.0 . 1.8

and 3.0 degrees ( T =95. 174 and

292). The 41K isotope is visible

in the far right of the figute

and does not affect the spectra

for inelastic scattering .of 39K.

The spectra have been shifted and

scaled individually for the sake

of clarity.
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When measuring scattered signal count rates are low

(1-1000 cps) and the discrimination level of the pulse ampli-

fier is set just above the electrical noise limit. For each

spectrum about 2 x10 counts were accumulated. Thus the mea-

surement times varied from a few minutes to about 20 hours

per spectrum.

The energy resolution of the experiment did depend on

experimental circumstances. Typical values that could be ob-

tained are 0.7 eV FWHM at 100 eV and 0.4 eV FWHM at 20 eV

(cf. ref."3). ' '

To test the overall performance of the machine, test runs

were made with Ar and Xe targets, where no excitation can

occur at small angles. Data taken for K+Ar at 27.6 eV are

shown as an example in fig. 8. It is seen that the main beam

time-of-flight spectrum and the spectrum of atoms scattered

over 1.27 degrees coincide (corresponding to a reduced scat-

tering angle T =35 eV xdegrees; T is the product of scattering

angle and energy). Thus no experimental broadenings are ob-
39 41served. The fact that the isotopic abundance of K and K

is the same in the beam and scattered signal shows that no

pile-up effects, which change this abundance, are important

when measuring the main beam.

Spectra for K + O2 collisions have been taken at several

energies and angles. Only two sets of experiments will be

shown here, namely those that have the highest and lowest

beam energy studied. The spectra on a flight time scale are

shown in figs. 9 and 10. For the low energy results in fig. 9
39

a broadening to the right of the K peak is observed. This
41

broadening is merged into the K peak of the scattered sig-

nal. The broadening is due to collisional excitation. Inelas-

tic processes are even more predominant for the 96.8 eV data

in fig. 10, where a distinct second peak is observed in the

time-of-flight spectrum of the scattered signal.

The results obtained in K + Br2 experiments will be shown

at four energies. Examples of time-of-flight spectra are given

in the figs. 11-14. Like in the K +O 2 case excitation is ob-

served at the three lowest energies in figs. 11-13, but at the

highest energy (96.6 eV) no excitation is observed any longer
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Fig, 11 - Tlme-of-flight spectrum for

K + 6r2 collisions at 20.9 «V (LAS;.

The solid line refers to the spectrum

of the main beam. The open circles

represent data taken at an angle of

1.5 degrees ( T • 31 eV * degrees).

The large peak denotes the 39K isotope,

the arrow denotes the position of the
41K isotope,which is clearly vitibia

in the main beam spectrum* but it

obscured In the data for scattered,

signal because of excitation in the

collision.

71 72 73 74
FLIGHT TIME ( | JS)

75

Fig. 12 - Time-of-flight spectrum for

K + Dr2 collisions at 45.2 eV (LAB).

The solid line refers to the spectrum

of the main beam. The open circles

represent data taken at an angle of

0.7 degrees ( i «.33 ). The large

peak denotes the 39K isotope( the arrow

denotes the position of the 4 1K

isotope,both in the main beam and scat-

tered signal.

Fig. 13 - Time-of-flight spectrum for

K + Br2 collisions at 68.8 eV (LAB).

The solid line refers to the spectrum

of the main beam. The open circles

represent data taken at an angle of

O.B degrees { T •» 58 ). The large

peak denotes the 39K isotope, the

arrow denotes the position of the 4 1K

isotope.

Fig. 14 - Time-of-flight spectrum for

K + Br2 collisions at 96.6 eV (LAB).

The solid line refers to the spectrum

of the main beam. The open circles

represent data taken at angle of 0.8

degrees { t * 128 ). The large peak

denotes the 39K isotope, the arrow

denotes the position of the 4 lK

isotope. Ho excitation is observed

in the scattered signal.

49 50 51
FLIGHTTIME tfjs)

52
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except for a minor trace of it around 49.5 usec flight time,
which might very well be an apparatus effect. All spectra dis-
played in the figs. 8-14 have been scaled and shifted indivi-
dually for the sake of clarity.

The largest scattering angles to be studied are determined
by the count rate. By increasing the duty cycle of the source
modulation much larger scattering angles can be studied, but
the time-of-flight information is lost. If one Increases the
duty cycle of the source to 50% a conventional lock-in technique
can be simulated using our time-of-flight electronics. Using
this lock-in method differential cross sections with respect
to angle can be measured. In this way differential cross sec-
tions for neutral scattering in K + O2 and K + Br2 collisions
were obtained, which will be discussed in chapters 4 and 7 and
are shown in figs. 32 and 51 together with results obtained
in the differential cross section experiment (section 2.2).

2.3.6 Data evaluation

The spectra showing scattered intensity I(t) as a function
of the flight time t and the scattering angle 0 are presented
in figs. 8-14. The solid line represents the spectrum of
the main beam, the symbols scattered signal. For both energies

41displayed the K isotope can be easily seen, since it has a
longer flight time with the same energy. For 39K it is also
clear that inelastic scattering is present, which at 27.7 eV
appears around the same flight times as the 4lK isotope. To
get rid of this problem a deconvolution of the spectra of the
scattered signal with the spectra of the main beam is needed.

The scattered signal I(t) observed in figs. 8-14 is the
convolution of the time-of-flight spectrum of the main beam
B(t) and the unknown response function P(t) of the collision
process

I(t) = f P(t') B(t-t') df . (8)
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TO obtain P(t) one in general has to solve this integral equa-

tion. This has been done numerically using Fourier transfor-

mation and the convolution theorem. This will be explained in the

next section. Briefly, the method consists of the following

steps. First I(t) and B(t) are transformed to Fourier space,

where the deconvolution is easily calculated. This deconvolu-

tion is now filtered using a numerical filter and after that

transferred back to normal space. Since convolution in general

has a smoothing effect, the inverse operation, deconvolution

will increase the noise on the result P(t). Therefore the de-

convolution itself has to be smoothed which is achieved with

the numerical filter already mentioned. The final result will

always contain some noise, which is mai..Iy due to the Gibbs

phenomenon, as discussed in the next section.

The P(t) that is obtained from the deconvolution is then

transferred to the energy-loss spectrum I(AE) in the CM frame.

This is done using the relations

M. +M- M.-M- ni J 2 i 2 o
E +

I(AE) =P(t)/(E'3/2Cl-M +
X
M / | T COS 0]) (10)

where E' is the laboratory energy of the scattered particle,

which can be calculated from the flight time t from the in-

teraction center to the detector. E° is the initial energy,

Mj is the projectile mass, Mj is the target mass and 0 is the

laboratory scattering angle. The denominator of Eq. (10) is the

Jacobian for transformation from t to AE.

Deconvoluted energy-lpss spectra I(AE) in the CM system are

shown in figs. 44-45 and figs. 52-55 for all angles and ener-

gies studied. The small oscillations on the spectra are due to

the Gibbs phenomenon. It has been checked that the deconvolu-

tion procedure effectively eliminates the peak due to the
41isotope K, so the spectra show results for isotopically

pure K.
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2.3.7 Deconvolution

Deconvolution methods have been used widely to remove appa-

ratus effects from experimental data in atomic and molecular

physics (see e.g. the references under (S5) and work cited

therein). A frequently applied method is the iterative method

introduced by Van Cittert (56). Another method is based on

Fourier transformation and the convolution theorem (S7). This

last method was available in our group and has been used to

deconvolute our experimental data.

The first step consists of making the integral equation (8)

discrete and replace integration by summation

2N-1
Jk = LlQ

 PiBk-i (11)

The sets of points I., P. and B. result from equidistant sam-

pling of the original function. The total number of points is

2N and I, P and B are assumed to be periodical modulo 2N.

I. and B i can be written in terms of Fourier series

M—1

B i = i! bcQ+ E (bck cos -1— + bs k s in -!1§i)+ h bcN cos iri
JC~X

(12)

The coefficients bck, bs. , is, and ic. can be easily found

using numerical Fourier transformation. In this way Fourier

expansions of I and B can be obtained.

Using the orthogonality relations for discrete summation

of trigoniometric series, it can easily.be shown that the de-

convolution can be calculated in Fourier space using

bc kic k +bs kis k

pck = 5 (13)
K N(bc+bsjp

p S

Back transformation of the Fourier series pck and ps k gives

the deconvolution in real space.

bck

N(

bsk

ic

be

ic

k
2

k

+ bs k

2

-bc k

isk

)

isk
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So far the method is straight forward, but a problem arises

when the data I. contain noise. This means that the Fourier

series of I will not decrease to very small values but that it

approaches a certain constant noise limit. In the noise limit

ic^ and isk do not contain any information concerning 1^ any-

more. In order to get rid of the noise the Fourier series is

cut off when the noise limit is reached. Simple truncation

gives rise to so-called Gibbs oscillations and therefore nume-

rical filters are used, which is a field of research in itself

(see e.g. (58)). In the present case several filters have been

used, but the data shown have been filtered using the Lanczos

sigma factors (S7). The cut off frequency needed was determined

using the power spectrum of the deconvolution in a trial and

error method. The goal was to get a good compromise between

absence of noise and sharpness of the spectrum. In all cases

it has been verified that structures observed are not due to

peculiar filter settings.

The deconvolution program has been written in ALGOL 60.

The Fast Fourier Transform used was the one given by Single-

ton (59)-
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C H A P T E R I I I

THEORY

The work described in this thesis is part of the field of

chemical physics, where the interest is to obtain the physical

basis for a chemical proces. In the present case the aim is

the understanding of the dynamics of atom molecule collisions

of chemically reactive systems. Chemical interactions are de-

termined by the most loosely bound electrons of atoms and •

molecules, the outer shell electrons. Since the binding ener-

gy of these electrons is in the range from 3.9 (Cs) to

24.6 eV (He), the practical energy range for collision ex-

periments related to these electronic processes is from ther-

mal to several keV. For these energies the de Broglie wave-

length associated with the motion of the nuclei are small with

respect to the size of the collidants and in general nuclear

motion can be described classically. In addition the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation will be generally valid because the

electrons in their orbits move much faster than the nuclei

(see e.g. 3Z ~ 3 7 ) . Breakdown of this approximation only

occurs when two potential curves, describing different elec-

tronic states of the system with the same symmetry, become

degenerate in a certain region of configuration space. Around

these degeneracies or curve crossings electronic transitions

can occur in a collision, and it is with these transitions

that we have to do in the present work. To introduce these

concepts further, atom-atom collisions will be considered

first, because here the dynamics of the collision is much

simpler than for atom-molecule collisions.

3.1. ATOM-ATOM COLLISIONS

In collisions of two atoms in their ground states in the

eV range two processes can occur. The first is elastic scat-

tering, the second one electronically inelastic scattering.

Elastic scattering has been studied extensively and is dis-

cussed in textbooks and reviews (see for instance ref. 9r
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Fig. IS - Diabatic potential enargy

curves for the lowest iT* cov.ilent

and ionic states of Na-I.

Fig. 16 - Simplified picture of a

collision between a fast alkali atop

and a fixed halogen atom. The cros-

sing radius is given by the circle

and the repulsive part of the poten-

tial is marked by the sphere. The

impact parameter is equal to R //2.

The four different trajectories that

are possible are indicated. If the

system is neutral a (0) is inserted

in the trajectory; if an ion-pair

has been formed a (+) is inserted.

It is clear that the covalent. and

ionic scattering paths can be dis-

tinguished.

covalent scattering

. , . I

001
0.1

Fig. 17 - Total cross sections for

ion-pair formation on a log-log

scale. The velocity scale has been

reduced with 6B defined in Eqs. 116)

and (19), The cross section scale

for the calculations of ref.71 has

been reduced by 4nR* . The lowest

line represents the general Landau-

Zener cross section given in Eq. (22).

The lines marked Li + I and Na + I

are the results of calculations of

Faist and Levine [7l>. The experimen-

tal points have been scaled to the

calculations and are from the work

of Houtinho et al. (s). The arrows

denote the thresholds for both

processes.
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so*6*). Electronically inelastic scattering has not been stu-

died in such a great detail as elastic scattering, but a lot

of information concerning excitation or coupling mechanisms

has become available (62'63). For the present case we will

confine ourselves to a particular coupling mechanism, radial

coupling, which causes many electron transfer reactions. To

study electron transfer in atom-atom collisions in more detail

we will consider the process

M + I -»• M + + I~ (14)

i.e., ion-pair formation in alkali-atom iodine-atom colli-

sions. The insight obtained will be used to explore electro-

nic and vibronic excitation in atom-molecule collisions.

The potential curves of the relevant states for a Na +1

collision are shown in fig. 15. There are eight possible mole-

cular states correlated with Na( Si) and I( 2P 3, 2). One of

these covalent states, the E , can couple with the molecular

state formed by the ions Na+('lS) and I~(1S): 1 E + , the ionic

ground state. The covalent and ionic Z states have the same

symmetry and the corresponding adiabatic potentials will ex-

hibit an avoided crossing or degeneracy at the point Rc where

the two diabatic potentials intersect. These diabatic poten-

tials V and V^ Q n for Na - I are shown in fig. 15. The sepa-

ration between the two curves at infinite Na - I internuclear

distance R is given by

AE=I-EA (15)

Here I is the ionization potential of the alkali atom (Na:

5.14 eV) and EA the electron affinity of the halogen atom

(I: 3.06 eV) (6<t'6S). For large R the van der Waals and induc-

tion forces can be neglected and consequently V is zero

and V. is a purely Coulombic potential. If this approxima-

tion "is valid, the crossing point can be calculated from

RC = 14.4/AE (16)

where Rc is expressed in 8 and AE in eV. At this crossing

point non-adiabatic transitions can occur, leading to ion-
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pair formation provided that the relative kinetic energy is

larger than AE. If the impact parameter b is smaller than Rc

the crossing point is passed twice in a collision as shown in

fig. 16. At either crossing an electron transfer is possible.

Therefore, there are four possible trajectories for particles

approaching with b < R . If an electron jump occurs at the

first crossing we will call this scattering along the ionic

path, irrespective of what happens at the second crossing.

If no electron jump occurs at the first crossing, we have to

do with scattering along the covalent path, again irrespective

of what happens at the second crossing. To these paths will

simply be referred to as ionic and covalent scattering. Along

both ways of scattering an ion-pair can be formed. For cova-

lent scattering the electron jump takes place at the second

crossing; for ionic scattering the system remains ionized at

the second crossing. All four possible trajectories are shown

in fig. 16 for an effective impact parameter b = RC/S~2 (66).

Because the electronic transition, that switches on the strong

Coulomb force between the atoms, takes place at large distan-

ces from the hard core of the nuclei, the electron jump model

of fig. 16 has been called "harpooning".

The picture used in fig. 16 is that the nuclear motion can

be described classically and that the electronic transitions

exclusively occur at localized crossings. The transitions

involve radial coupling and can be described by the Landau-

Zener model ( 2*» 3 5» 3 8/ 3 9). m this model, the validity of

which wiil be discussed later, the transition probability for

an adiabatic transition from the covalent to the ionic state

or vice versa is given (in atomic units) by:

p=l-exp(-6) (17)

with:

2 7 r Hl2

*- d-r 1 us)vrad Ml (Vcov " Vion> R=R
c

In this expression H 1 2 represents the coupling matrix ele-

ment and v r a d the radial velocity, both evaluated at R .
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If V. is assumed to be a Coulomb potential and V c Q V is

constant the expression can be simplified to:

Rc Rc

where v is the initial relative velocity of the two particles.

The coupling matrix elements have been calculated for several

alkali-halide systems (67~70) and can reasonably be approxi-

mated with the semi-empirical relation of Olson et al. (71).

H* =R* exp(-0.86 . R*) (20)

with

H*2=Hl2/(/l .

and

Rc 2 * Rc '

all in atomic units. The most important observation from this

relation is that H,, depends exponentially on R , and there-

fore the transition probability p will depend strongly on the

value of R_. The exponential dependence is found, because the

relevant wave functions needed in the calculation of H.2 can

be considered as exponentially decaying hydrogenic wave func-

tions (71)-

In the Landau-Zener model the total cross section can be

obtained by integrating the total probability for a given im-

pact parameter P(b) over all impact parameters from 0 to R_.

As the crossing point is passed twice for all trajectories

(fig. 16), the total transition probability for ion-pair for-

mation is equal to

P ( b ) = Pcov + P i o n = ( 1 - p ) p + p ( 1 " p ) •

It is important to note that p is equal at both crossings



Fig. 18 - Polar differential cross

section (CM system) Cor ion-pair

formation In Na + I collisions plot-

ted against t . The two curves have

been shifted for the sake of clarity*

and the small angle part is multiplied

by 1/3. At the top tho angular reso-

lution of the measurement* ts indi-

cated. The upper curve roproionti

data taken at 18.2 cV and tiio lower

ono data taken at 13.1 oV. Prom

Dolvigno and Los ("').

Fig. 19 - Deflection function

i= £»C- versus impact parameter for

ion-pair formation In Na + I colli-

sions. Note the covalent and ionic

branches, which are joined at b ° R

300-



The total cross section Q now follows from:

Rc Rc

P(b) bdb= [ 2p(l-p) bdb = 4 ir R^ F(v/So) (22)

o o

The function F(v/6O), shown in fig. 17, is a universal curve

approaching zero for both very low and very high velocities.

It has a maximal value of 0.113 which is reached at v/6Q =

2.36 (2<t).

Experimental results for the total cross section for ion-

pair formation in Li +1 and Na + I collisions have been ob-

tained by Moutinho et al. (5)• The results are shown on a

reduced scale in fig. 17. Theoretical calculations of the

total cross sections for ion-pair formation in the alkali-

halide systems have been performed by Faist et al. ( 7 Z' 7 3).

The result of these exact calculations for Li and Na + I are

aLso shown in fig. 17, together with the experimental data

which have been scaled to get best agreement with the calcu-

lated cross sections. The agreement between exact calcula-

tions, the experimental data and the Landau-Zener cross sec-

tions is quite good. Apparently the Landau-Zener model works

well for this kind of collision.

Differential cross section experiments for ion-pair forma-

tion in Na +1 collisions have been performed by Delvigne and

Los ("9). Results for 13.1 and 18.2 eV (CM) are given in

fig. 18. In this figure the differential cross section CT(G)

multiplied by sin (0) is plotted against T, the product of

scattering angle and the primary energy E, with units of

eV x degrees. As the total cross section is related to the

differential cross section by

TT

Q = 2 IT I sin (6) a(9) d6, (23)

o

it can be concluded from fig. 18 that scattering with x > 270

hardly does contribute to the total cross section. For x <270

two features can be observed in the measured spectrum, one at

small angles (0 <x <70) and one at wider angles. The area

underneath both features is approximately equal, implying



that both processes contribute in equal amounts to the total

cross section.

Detailed information about the scattering process is ob-

tained from the classical deflection function, relating scat-

tering angle or x and impact parameter. The deflection func-

tion for ion-pair formation in Na + I collisions is given in

fig. 19. The upper part refers to net repulsive scattering

(positive angles), the lower part to attractive scattering.

In an experiment only the absolute value of the scattering

angle can be measured. The deflection function consists of

two branches, covalent and ionic, which are joined at b = Rc«

For low angles (0 <x <70) covalent scattering makes the lar-

ger contribution to 0(6), whereas for 70 <x£ 240 ionic scat-

tering is the more important. Beyond the rainbow angle

(x . . £ 240) covalent and ionic scattering contribute in

equal amounts to the small 0(6). The position of the minimum

separating the covalent and ionic contributions to a(6) is

directly related to R_.

From the deflection function the classical differential

cross section can be easily obtained by using:

db±
•ar {24)

The summation has to be performed over all branches of the

delfection function that give rise to scattering at the angle

+, 0. In Eq. (24) the product P J U - P J ) is a slowly varying

function of b and consequently of 0 (73). Therefore scattering

along the covalent branch of the deflection function will be

of comparable intensity to scattering along the ionic branch.

Covalent scattering will be mainly located in the region with

0 <x < 70, whereas ionic scattering will fall into x values

with 70 < x < 240. The overlap between the two types of scatter-

ing will be small, since it is due to collisions at small

impact parameters, which occur with small probability. There-

fore we are able to assign the small angle feature in fig. 18

to ion-pair formation along the covalent path" and the large

angle feature to scattering along the ionic path. Both types of

ion-pair formation occur with equal probability. The same

could have been concluded from fig. 16.
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The structure observed in fig. 18 is due to interference

effects. Using the Landau-Zener approximation for the transi-

tion probabilities Delvigne and Los C9) have been able to

fit the structure observed. This again shows that the Landau-

Zener theory works well for this type of collisions and one

can expect that it can be used to describe transition proba-

bilities for similar atom-molecule systems as well.

3.2. ATOM-MOLECULE COLLISIONS

In collisions involving two ground state atoms at collision

energies from thermal to several keV only two processes can

occur, elastic scattering and electronically inelastic scatter-

ing. Replacing in this scheme one of the atoms by a molecule,

also in the ground state, the number of processes that can

happen in a collision increases considerably. This is due to

the extra degrees of freedom introduced. Pot-aible processes

are now: elastic scattering, rotational excitation, vibrational

excitation or collision induced dissociation, electronic exci-

tation and combinations of these processes. One of the most

complicated processes is a chemical reaction, where all of

these processes happen at the same time and where the chemical

composition of initial and final state is different. Another

process that can occur is vibronic excitation, where vibra-

tional and electronic excitation occur simultaneously.

The dynamics of atom molecule collisions can no longer be

described using one-dimensional potential curves but multi-

dimensional potential hypersurfaces have to be employed. In

some cases the description of an atom molecule collision can

be made using only a single potential surface. This is the

case for electronically elastic but rotationally and vibra-

tionally inelastic collisions. The collision dynamics can be

described classically in this case by making use of anisotro-

pic potentials (7If'75). Elementary chemical reactions often

also can be described using a single (adiabatic) potential

surface, but the trajectories on these surfaces are more com-

plicated than in the previous case and cannot be described
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using anisotropic potentials only. The reason for this compli-

cation is that in fact the adiabatic potential surface along

which the reaction proceeds, changes its character along the

way or, in other words, is built up of several diabatic sur-

faces describing different electronic states. A third group

of atom-molecule collisions consists of electronically in-

elastic collisions, where more than one potential hypersurface

is needed in the description of the collision ( 3 6f 3 7). i n the

following we will focus our attention on this last group of

atom-molecule collisions. '

A final general consideration that has to be made when going

from atom-atom to atom-molecule systems is the study of cha-

racteristic time scales in the collision. In atom-atom colli-

sions the collision time should be compared to the time of

rotation of the electron in its Bohr orbit. These times differ

in the order of 10 and thus electron jumps occur almost simul-

taneously in this classical picture. In atom-molecule colli-

sions two characteristic times have to be considered in addi-

tion, the rotational time and the vibrational time. The first

of these generally is long compared to the collision time for

the processes discussed in this thesis and we will assume that

the molecular rotation is frozen during a collision. The vi-

brational time, however, is in the order of the collision time,

which means that vibrational effects have to be taken into

account explicitly in many cases.

Several theories exist to describe electronically inelastic

atom-molecule collisions or, in other words, non-adiabatic

processes in molecular collisions. These theories have been

reviewed in recent articles by Tully (36) and Child (37).

Full quantum mechanical calculations have been performed for

some model systems. Also semi-classical methods have been used,

in which the phase information along the classical trajectory

of the particles is retained in the description. Both methods

up to now mainly have been used to test the validity of the

more commonly used classical approaches. In these classical

approaches the nuclear motion of the nuclei, sometimes only

of the projectile, is described using classical mechanics and

consequently the phase information is lost; i.e., interference
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effects are neglected. The transition probabilities are still

calculated using quantal methods. In the following some clas-

sical methods will be introduced; in this introduction we will

try to show the analogy with atom-atom collisions.

3.2.1. Rigid molecule method

The simplest treatment of an atom-molecule collision is to

treat the molecule like an atom. This can be done by assuming

that rotation and vibration of the molecule are frozen during

the collision; i.e., that the molecule is rigid during the

collision. This assumption has been made by Hubers et al. (66)

when analysing total cross sections for ion-pair formation

in alkali-atom halogen-molecule collisions. The electronic

properties of the molecular ion were assumed to be character-

ized by its vertical electron affinity. The cross sections for

ion-pair formation now can be obtained using the Landau-Zener

cross section introduced in the previous section (see Eq. (22)

and fig. 17). The only difference with the atom-atom case is

that for atom-molecule collisions the coupling matrix element

H l 2 depends on the spatial orientation of the molecule, which

slightly changes the shape of the Landau-Zener cross section

(£6). Total cross sections for negative ion formation in Na,K

and Cs+Br- collisions are shown in fig. 20, together with the

result of a Landau-Zener calculation of the cross section for

Na + Br~ (66). It is seen that for Na + Br, a Landau-Zener

maximum can be observed and that it can be fitted with the

(modified) Landau-Zener cross section. It is also seen in

fig. 20 that at low velocities the Landau-Zener picture breaks

down. Prom the position of the maximum observed, the value of

the coupling matrix element has been derived (6S). The picture

used by Hubers et al. is valid at velocities above 4 x10 m/s

because here the collision time is about one tenth of the

vibrational time of Br~ (3 x 10~ s). The collision time is

defined as the flight time between the two crossings along the

trajectory, as shown in fig. 16. Prom the fact that the Landau-

Zener maximum for N a + B ^ can be observed, we conclude that

under certain circumstances at high relative velocities a

molecule can be treated like an atom.
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Fly. 20 - Total cross sections for negative Ion formation in M + Br7 collisions as a function

of the relative velocity. The full lines show the experimental data of Baede et al.

I*-*). The dashed lino id thu result of a calculation by liubers ct al. (**). The
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described in section 2.1 .
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3.2.2. Franck-Condon model

In the previous model the internal degree of freedom of

the molecule has been neglected completely. In the present

model the vibrational degree of freedom will be taken into

consideration, but it still will be assumed that the molecule

is rigid during the collision. If one assumes in addition that

the transition probabilities at the curve crossings are the

same for all vibrational levels, final vibrational state dis-

tributions can be calculated using a direct Franck-Condon ,

overlap calculation. If highly excited vibrational levels or

continuum states are involved in this calculation, one can

make use of the reflection approximation (76). Using this

method Hubers et al. (6 6) have been able to determine verti-

cal electron affinities for the halogen molecules using the

measured fraction of atomic ions of the total ion yield,

X~/(X~ + X~) at high velocities.

If the transition probabilities are not equal for all

levels a different approach has to be used. The transition

probability is a quantity dependent on the atom molecule dis-

tance R and the internuclear separation of the molecule r;

this will be discussed in the next section. To determine the

final vibrational population the problem is reformulated in

terms of r. The distribution over internuclear distances of

the molecule P(r) can be easily obtained from the Franck-

Condon overlap in the case that the reflection approximation

(76) can be used. This P(r) now is weighted with transition

probabilities or with r-dependent total cross sections. Using

this weighting Hubers et al. (66) were able to explain the

velocity dependence of the fraction of atomic ions of the

total ion yield in alkali-atom halogen-molecule collisions.

Their results are shown in fig. 21. The calculations follow

the observed velocity dependence of the measured fractions.

This is due to the fact that the r-dependent total cross sec-

tions, used in the weighting procedure, have a different ve-

locity dependence for different r.

The same method of weighting r-dependent cross sections

with P(r) has been applied to explain the temperature depen-

dence of both total C) and differential cross sections (7B)
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for ion-pair formation. The observed temperature dependence in

this model is exclusively due to the anharmonicity of the ne-

gative molecular ion potential ( 7 7' 7 S).

As long as the molecule is rigid during the collision,

distortions of the molecular potentials like the one introduced

by Lipeless (79) or deformation of the adiabatic molecular

potential curves do not change the results obtained in this

section. This is due to the fact that the molecule cannot ad-

just to the deformation on the time-scale of the collision.

Concluding we see that as long as the molecule is rigid

during the collision the vibrational degree of freedom can be

treated in a simple manner. A new approach to calculate vibra-

tional populations in case of non-rigid and vibrating molecules

will be presented in section 3.4.

3.2.3. Surface hopping trajectory method

The methods indicated in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 work well

provided that t . ^ O . l <t:vib' a c o n d i t i o n which is generally

not satisfied. In many atom-molecule collisions the molecule

cannot be considered to be completely rigid during the colli-

sion and its internal degrees of freedom should be incorpora-

ted in a theory. As indicated before rotation is generally

neglected for the present type of investigations, but vibration

of the molecule should be taken into consideration. There are

two theories describing non-adiabatic processes in atom-molecule

collisions that take the vibrational degree of freedom into

account. The first is the multiple crossing or vibronic network

method ( 3 6' 3 7» 8 0). In this method the three-particle (atom +

diatomic molecule) two state problem is replaced by a two-

particle multiple state problem. The method is applicable under

special circumstances (36) and cannot be applied to the problems

discussed in this work. The other method, the surface hopping

trajectory method ( 3 6» 3 7* 8 1), is much more versatile. Here the

three-particle two state problem is treated as such; all nu-

clear motion is described classically and only transition

probabilities are treated quantum mechanically. The sacrifice

one has to make is that vibration (and, if included, rotation)
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of the molecule is treated classically. The surface hopping

trajectory method is the theoretical basis for most of the

work in this thesis and consequently it will be discussed in

some detail. The first thing needed for this method is to

have good potential surfaces for the collision system.

3,2.3.1. Potential surfaces

An ab initio calculation of the potential surfaces for the

systems Li+F, and Li ++ F I has been performed by Balint-Kurti

(82). The surface revealed many important properties of poten-

tial surfaces for alkali-atom halogen-molecule systems, but

it is not accurate enough to be used for trajectory studies.

The same is true for some other non-empirical potential sur-

faces derived for alkali-halogen and alkali-oxygen systems

(83f811). Most surfaces used in trajectory studies are construc-

ted using pair potentials, to which sometimes a three-body

interaction term is added ( 8 5). Surfaces constructed in

this way are generally diabatic potential surfaces, but these

can easily be converted into adiabatic surfaces when needed
(6,37).

In the present work diabatic potential surfaces are used

which depend on the coordinates R, r and <{>. R denotes the dis-

tance between the alkali atom and the center of mass of the

molecule, r is the internuclear distance of the molecule and

<J) is the orientation of the molecular axis with respect to

the approaching alkali atom. The potential surfaces are now

constructed by

Vion <R»r»*> -V±(R,*) +V±(r) + A

(25)

Vcov (R'r) = V c ( R ) + V c ( r )

Here Vi(R,<(») is an anisotropic R dependent potential describing

the M - X2 interaction. The anisotropy is introduced by divi-

ding the total charge on the negative ion equally on the two

atoms in the molecule, a procedure suggested by the Li ++F~

surface studies of Balint-Kurti (82). v±(r) is the non-distorted
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Morse potential for the free x7 ion. A is the asymptotic dif-

ference between covalent and ionic states. V (R) is an iso-

tropic Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential for the M - X 2 interaction

in the covalent surface and V_(r) is the Morse potential for

the free X2. From these expressions it is clear that the R

and r dependence of the surfaces are assumed to be decoupled.

This implies that the intermolecular motion of the X 2 or X2

is independent of the proximity of the alkali. Due to this

separation the description of the collision dynamics will be

simplified enormously.

An important property of the surfaces thus constructed is

the location of the crossing seam. The crossing seam is the

line of intersection of the two (diabatic) potential surfaces.

In the present case, the interaction of an alkali atom with

Br~ and 0~ a simple relation exists for this seam:

Rc (r) = 14.4/ (I - EA (r)) (26)

which is similar in shape to the expression derived for the

atom-atom case (see Eqs. (15) and (16)). The only difference

is that the electron affinity EA(r) of the molecule now de-

pends on the internuclear distance of the molecule. To see the

effect of this dependence one should inspect the potential

curves for Br~ and 0 2 and their molecular ions given in figs.

22 and 23. It is seen that for both cases the electron affini-

ty (the distance between the X2 and xl curves) depends strongly

on internuclear separation. Using Eq. (26) the location of the

crossing seam on the potential surface can be calculated and

the result is given in fig. 24. It should be noted that Rc

of Eq. (26) is measured along R. A dramatic increase of R_
c

is seen for K + B r 2 whereas for K + 0 2 the increase is moderate.

The coupling between the two surfaces at the seam can be

calculated for K + Br2 and related systems using the reduced

relation of Olson, given in Eq. (20). For the alkali halogen

interaction H l 2 depends on the orientation angle according to

H12(0) = H 1 2 xcos (0) (27)



(8 6,8 7). slightly different expressions will be shown for the

K + 0 2 case later. In all cases, however, H., exponentially

depends on R , which means that the Landau-Zener transitionc

probabilities will be strongly dependent on r (via R and H o )

which will have drastic effects on the collision process.

3.2.3.2. Collision dynamiee

The motion of the nuclei on the potential surface is calcu-

lated classically ( 8 8» 8 9). This means that for a three particle

system 12 coupled equations have to be solved. There is a

large amount of computer time associated witi these calcula-

tions and therefore simplified methods are needed. This has

been achieved by our choice of the potential surface in Eq.

(25), where no R and r dependent terms appear. Consequently

only two coupled equations remain, describing the independent

motion along R and r. The first of thosie is ssolved analytically

by assuming straight Line trajectories. Scattering on the

anisotropic V(R, $) is calculated using Baudon's method (90).

The transition probability for a surface hop is calculated

using the generalized Landau-Zener forir.ula (:|2'""*), in which

the radial velocities along R and r are taker, into account.

The computer programs involved originally have been deve-

loped by Aten (50»91). In the programs, cross sections for

different processes like ion-pair formation along the covalent

path are calculated individually, by weighting the corres-

ponding trajectories with the proper transition probabilities.

The initial conditions are sampled systematically, not random.

3.3. ALKALI-ATOM HALOGEN-MOLECULE COLLISIONS

Using the surface hopping trajectory method of section 3.2.3

ion-;oair formation in alkali-atom halogen-molecule collisions

has been studied extensively ( 6 ' s ° '9 1) , The results of the

calculations agree very well with experimental data. In this

section some important characteristics of these collisions

will be reviewed.
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If in a collision an X^ molecular ion is formed, it will

be formed in a repulsive state. This can be seen in fig. 22,

where the potentials of Br2 and Br^ are shown. Formation of

Br^ will result in a dynamic increase of the bond length; the

effect of this on the process of ion-pair formation depends

on the ratio of t c o l l and t v i b. If this ratio is small the

Brl can be considered rigid during the collision; if it is

large, say about 0.5, the internuclear distance will increase

during the collision. The effect will be most important for

ionic scattering, where Brl" is formed at the beginning of the

collision (fig. 16), but in chapter 7 it will be shown to be

important for covalent scattering as well. At present only

ionic scattering will be discussed. From Eq. (26) and fig. 24

it is clear that R will be much larger at the second cros-

sing than at the first. The increase in R depends on the

collision time. In fig. 25 the dependence of R on t is shown.

Also shown are straight line trajectories with impact parame-

ter zero. It is clear from the intersection of these trajec-

tories and the R_ curve that for velocities of 4x 10 m/s the

c
increase in R is minor for Na + Br,• For K + Br-, however, the

increase is still dramatic. The decrease of R_ for
-13t >2.5 x 10 s is due to the fact that the vibrational motion

of the Brl is periodic. This effect of a complete vibration is

not important for ion-pair formation in alkali-atom halogen-

molecule collisions because of the low velocities involved.

Complete vibrations of the molecular ion are important in

alkali-atom oxygen collisions as can be seen in fig. 26; note

the change in scale. Minima seen in fig. 26 correspond to one

or more complete vibrations of the 0^. The effects related to

this will be discussed in the next chapter. Returning to the

halogens the increase of R can also be made visible by showing

projections of "real" trajectories on the (R,r) plane (see e.g.

(10'89)), which is done in fig. 27 for K + Br2 in the colinear

configuration. The trajectories shown are straight line trajec-

tories in real space, i.e., in fig. 16. The impact parameter

b = R°/ / 2 ~ , where R° denotes the value of RQ at the first

crossing. The incoming trajectory can be seen as a straight

line with r = r (Br~), since the zero point vibration is neg-
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lected. At the crossing seam an electron jump takes place and

the trajectory continues along the ionic surface which is re-

pulsive in the r direction (see fig. 22). The trajectory goes

to smaller R until the classical turning point is reached;

for a straight line trajectory this is equal to the impact

parameter. In the now following second half of the collision

the coordinate r is still increasing at most velocities and

the crossing seam is intersected for the second time at RQ.

It is seen that except for the 5000 eV case, RQ is always

larger than R°. At the lowest energy of 0.5 eV almost a com-

plete Brl" vibration occurs during the collision. This effect,

the increase of r and consequently of R_ during the collision,

is called bond stretching.

The very large effects of bond stretching on the transition

probability for electron transfer follows directly from the

exponential relation between B..- a n d R
c
 a s 9 i v e n i n E*!* (20).

The coupling between the two surfaces decreases rapidly with

R and if R' >8 no interaction is possible anymore. This can

be seen by substituting the corresponding H 1 2 into the expres-

sion for the Landau-Zener transition probability (Eq. (17)).

This means that in case of ionic scattering reneutralization

will not be possible if Rc >8. This is the case for all ener-

gies up to 500 eV for b =R°//2 . At low energies ionic scat-
c

tering will be dominant because of the large H 1 0 at R * This

means that most trajectories reaching R° will proceed along

the ionic surface and the system will remain ionized after

the second crossing. This means that the total cross section

for ion-pair formation will be equal to IT R° at energies

just above threshold. With increasing collision energy the

effect of bond stretching will diminish and covalent scatter-

ing will occur more frequently; consequently the cross section

is expected to decrease as a function of energy. This is ob-

served in the total cross section for negative ion formation

in K + Br2 collisions in fig. 20. In case of Na + Br2 the same

is seen, but here the Landau-Zener maximum falls in the region

where bond stretching is rib longer important; i.e., in the

region where the molecule can be considered to be rigid. For

K + Brj the Landau-Zener maximum is concealed by bond stretching.
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The effect of bond stretching on the total cross section is

demonstrated in ref. (91).

Bond stretching can also be traced very clearly in differ-

ential cross sections for ion-pair formation. It has been

shown for atom-atom scattering that two features can be seen

in the differential cross section; a small angle feature due

to covalent scattering and a large angle feature due to ionic

scattering. If ionic scattering is enhanced considerably with

respect to covalent scattering we will expect the large angle

feature to increase dramatically. This is shown in fig. 28

where experimental results for ion-pair formation in Na + I ancf.

Cs + I 2 collisions are shown for an energy of 30 eV. These two

systems have been selected because they have the same R°. It

is seen that the covalent peak is similar in both cases, but

that the ionic feature is enlarged enormously. This is due.

to bond stretching. The two peaks seeu in the ionic feature

are due to large impact parameters (small T peak) and to rain-

bow scattering (large T peak), which can be seen from fig. 19

(see also (85)). The velocity dependence of bond stretching

can be seen in fig. 29, where results for the Na + I~ system

are shown (50). Na has been selected for its high velocity at

a given experimental energy; I2 is chosen for its low vibra-

tional frequency. Therefore bond stretching is diminishing

rapidly with increasing beam energy. This is confirmed when

comparing the areas under the covalent and ionic features.

At the lowest energy of 14.4 eV the ionic peak is more in-

tense than the covalent one due to bond stretching. At the

highest energy of 120 eV the peaks are of comparable intensity;

this implies that bond stretching is no longer important.

The calculations shown up to now have been performed using

the simplified surface hopping trajectory method developed

by Aten (s'°»91). There is one important effect neglected in

these calculations, the deformation of the potentials for

Br2 and Br~ by the coupling matrix element H.~; i.e., the shape

of the adiabatic potential surfaces is different from the dia-

batic ones. This is shown in fig. 30, where a "cut through the

potential surfaces for K + Br- and K +BrI is shown in case that

R is slightly larger than R°. Although on the diabatic surfaces
c
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the crossing is not yet reached, the dashed curves are not yet

crossing at the bottom of the Br2 wall, the lower adiabatic

surface is already repulsive. In this way impact parameters

larger than R° can play a part in ion-pair forming collisions.

It has been shown that due to this effect the minimum separa-

ting the covalent and ionic features are displaced because

the deflection function is deformed ( 7 3» 9 2' 9 3). Moreover, the

absolute magnitude of the total cross sections is increased

considerably (85»92/91») and it is larger than TTR"2. Effects

of pre-stretching will not be included in the calculations

presented in this thesis. Effects of pre-stretching, however,

will be demonstrated in a few cases.

3.4. DOUBLE FRANGK-CONDON METHOD

The calculation of vibrational populations in electroni-

cally inelastic collisions has been discussed in section

3.2.2. The restriction, however, is that the molecule

must be non-vibrating during the collision. In sections 3.2.3

and 3.3 we have seen that this is generally not the case and

models that can predict final vibrational populations when .

tcoll ^ s * n t*ie or<^er °f t -h a r e kadly needed. The vibronic

network or multiple crossing method (36,37,80) does have the

wanted property, but the applicability of the method is re-

stricted. The surface hopping trajectory method has a wider

scope of applications, but it treats vibration classically

and cannot give vibrational populations directly. Several

methods exist to calculate vibrational excitation for proces-

ses that can be described with a single potential hypersur-

face. The best known of these methods, which are reviewed by

Gentry (95) is the Linearly Forced Harmonic Oscillator model.

Sometiires these methods can be applied to two surface pro-

blems as well.

Presently a model to predict final vibrationeil populations

for electronically inelastic collisions is being developed.

The model works at low velocities when ^ d i > ̂.11, • A'full

description of the model will be given elsewhere (96) but an

outline is presented here.
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The method is similar in spirit to the simplified surface

hopping trajectory approach introduced in section 3.2.3 and

applied to alkali-atom halogen-molecule collisions in section

3.3. It can be applied to processes where the final state is

reached via an intermediate vibronic excitation of the mole-

cule. An example is the quenching process:

A* +BC(V-O) -»-A++BC~->"A + BC(vI =f) (28)

where A can denote an alkali or noble gas atom and BC virtual-

ly any diatomic molecule. Other examples are charge transfer

reactions or vibrational.excitation via an ionic intermediate/

which will be discussed in detail in chapters 6 and 7. Essen-

tial to the approach is that the R and r dependence of poten-

tial surfaces involved are decoupled; i.e., that the

internuclear motion along r and the relative motion along R

are decoupled as in Eq. (25). This separation allows to treat

the vibration quantum mechanically, while treating the

relative motion classically, it is assumed that the first

transition takes place at R° and the second at R'. In our

method the time the system spends on the intermediate surface

is calculated classically by following the trajectory on this

surface; the time spent there is tQ. Having obtained this time

we now follow the time evolution of the vibrational wave

function on the BC potential explicitly. At the next poten-

tial surface crossing R' the system may hop from one (diabatic)

potential to another. Whenever a hop occurs, the new time-

dependent vibrational wave function is constructed from the

old wave function using the quantum Franck-Condon principle.

At the end of a collision the vibrational population is easily

calculated from the final wave function. The probability that

the v1 =f-level of BC is produced can be shown to be (96)

Pf = Sf+ 2Tf cos(u>oto) (29a)

Sf = Z <0|k>
 2 <k|f> 2 . (29b)

Tf = Z <O|k + l> <k + l|f> <f|k> <k|0> (29c)
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Here u> = 2irv i s the angular frequency of the BC v ib ra t ion ;
O €

higher order terms involving cos (2w t ), cos(3u> t ), etc.

have been omitted. The ket |0> is the vibrational state vec-

tor for the original v = 0 state of the unperturbed BC, the

kets |k> represent the various vibrational state vectors

for the BC~ molecule, and the kets |f> are the state vectors

for the product BC. The brackets <0|k> and <k|f> are the

(real) overlap integrals of the particular vibrational wave

functions, and <0|k> and <k|f> are the corresponding Franck-

Condon factors. In our work the overlap integrals were evalu-

ated numerically using Morse oscillator wave functions. To

obtain final vibrational state populations one has to inte-

grate Eg.(29a) over all trajectories. The method in which

this is done depends strongly on the system studied.

The result given in Eq. (29a) consists of two terms. The

first term, given in Eq. (29b) is the time-averaged result

for this process. The second term, given in Eq. (29c), is the

term which depends on the time spent on the intermediate

surface, tQ or t ,, in our previous notation. The cos(« t )

term oscillates with the vibrational frequency toQ of the

intermediate BC**. This means that the final vibrational

populations will oscillate as a function of tQ. It depends on

averaging effects like impact parameter averaging, whether

the oscillatory dependence of Pf on tQ can be seen as oscil-

latory structure on Pf as a function of for instance collision

velocity or scattering angle. Results obtained with this

method show an oscillatory dependence of Pf as a function of

energy in case of quenching of metastable Ar by N2« This will

be discussed in chapter 8. The value of this elaborate method

is that it provides a possibility to calculate explicitly

vibrational state specific differential cross sections for

quenching processes.
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C H A P T E R IV

VIBRATIONAL EFFECTS IN K , C s + O 2 COLLISIONS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

In section 3.3 ion-pair formation in collisions between

alkali atoms and halogen molecules has been discussed. The

most remarkable effect that occurs in these collisions is bond

stretching; this means that due to the intermolecular motion

of the negative molecular ion, R at the second crossing is

not equal to R° and this has a drastic effect on the Landau-

Zener transition probability at R'. The effect of bond stret-

ching can be seen when plotting R_ as a function of the col-

lision time. This is done for Na,K and Cs +Br- in fig. 25

and for Na and Cs+0~ in fig. 26. The comparison of these two

figures shows that for 02 the increase is much smaller, but

also much more rapid than for Br-. For all systems studied

was valid t C Q l l < tvib. For 02 the vibrational time of the

vibronically excited species (Ô ) is a factor of ten shorter.

Therefore, for alkali-atom molecular-oxygen collisions the

effect of several vibrations of the 0~ can be studied. These

effects will be shown in the next three chapters. In this

chapter the effect of the molecular vibration on the differ-

ential cross section for positive ion formation and for neu-

tral scattering will be discussed. The experiments have been

performed with beam energies from 25 to 100 eV (LAB). This cor-

responds to h tvifa <t c o l l< 3 tvib< The experiments have been

performed with the differential cross section experiment des-

cribed in section 2.2. The experimental results for K + 0- at

27 eV have been obtained with the time-of-flight machine of

section 2.3.

4.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At energies of about 90 eV the differential cross section

for positive ion formation and for neutral scattering has been

measured for both K + 0 2 and Cs + 02 collisions. The resulting
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polar differential cross sections are presented in fig. 31.

In fig.31a the cross section for K + formation at 90.5 eV is

shown. A large peak around T =160 eV x degrees is observed

and a minor feature around T =55. A small minimum around x = 70

separates the two features. The cross section has a striking

resemblance to cross sections for ion pair formation in alkali-

atom halogen-molecule scattering (5), in particular to the one

for Na+ formation in Na + I , collisions at 14.4 eV in fig. 29.

Since the crossing radius at the approach of the two parti-

cles is in the same range, 4.2 8 for N a + I 2 (66) and 3.4 8

for K + 0-, we assume that the same collision mechanism is ac-

tive for both systems. The small angle feature observed

in fig.3la is caused by scattering along the covalent path,

for which the electron transfer takes place at the second

crossing when the particles are separating. The large peak

around T =160 is due to scattering along the ionic path,

where the electron jump occurs at the first crossing. The

first feature will be referred to as covalent peak, the latter

as the ionic peak. This last one clearly is larger than the

covalent peak, which can be interpreted as evidence for bond

stretching of the 0_ during the collision. From the curve

it is also evident that the rainbow angle for ionic scattering

is located around x«160.

In fig.31c the polar differential cross section for Cs

formation in Cs+O 2 collisions at 87 eV is shown. It looks

similar to the K + O 2 result but an additional structure is

visible between xwlOO and x»150. A similar structure has

been observed in the differential cross sections for K forma-

tion in K + I , collisions, which was caused by the shape of the

deflection function and the fact that the crossing is very far

from the repulsive region of the potential ( 5 0» 8 5). In view

of the smaller crossing radius for Cs + O 2 this explanation

seems inappropriate here and lateron we will show that the

structure observed here is related to,the dynamics of the col-

lision, not to the shape of the deflection function.

In figs. 31b and 31d the cross sections for neutral scatter-

ing of the alkali projectile are shown. The fact that both

cross sections look like a hyperbole shows that elastic scat-
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tering is important for the collisions, since the cross section

for elastic scattering is in zeroth order proportional to 1/x

in this scale. Superimposed on this elastic cross section some

structure can be seen. For K + 0 ~ an extra contribution is

seen in the ionic rainbow region. For Cs a peak is seen in

the ionic rainbow region and in addition one at xslOO. These

additions to the elastic scatterinq will be shown to be due to

particles that have underqone scattering along the ionic path,

but that have been reneutralized at the second crossing, i.e.

M + O 2 + M + O 2 ^ M + O2. The major contribution comes from the

rainbow region.

When plotting the results of the neutral scattering experi-

ments on a p = 1(0) xsin(0) *0 versus x plot (Smith plot),

the dominating presence of elastic scattering is removed.

This is shown in fig. 32, which exhibits all neutral cross

sections measured. From the results for Cs+Ar, where no in-

elastic processes are possible, it is clear that elastic

scattering cross sections show up as approximately flat and

smooth curves (97). For the results of K and Cs+O 2 collisions

it is now more clear than from figs. 31b and 3ld that a new

feature has been added to elastic scattering.

The structure that is added to the elastic cross section

shows a strong velocity dependence. At the two highest velo-

cities a single peak in the rainbow region is observed. At

velocities around 1.1x10 m/s (Cs 87 eV; K 27 eV) a second

peak at smaller angles is seen. Decreasing the velocity further

shifts the small angle feature to lower x values and in the

raindow region two peaks become visible. At the lowest velocity

studied three well resolved peaks can be seen.

It is with the explanation of this intriguing structure

that the rest of this chapter will be concerned. It will be

shown that the structure is related to vibrations of the in-

termediate ol during the collision. To show this effect we

have modified an earlier used collision model introduced in

section 3.2.3. Using this model we are able to reproduce our

data in a reasonable way and thus get a detailed insight

into the collision dynamics.
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4.2.1. Theoretical method

The calculations of which the results will be shown in the

following have been performed by calculating trajectories on

two intersecting diabatic potential surfaces .as introduced in

section 3.2.3. The program has been modified for 0 2 as a target

and in addition a program has been developed to calculate neu-

tral scattering, for particles that have followed the ionic

scattering path along the ionic potential surface.

Calculations have been performed using the diabatic poten-

tial surfaces given by (like in Eq. (25))

Vion ( R' r'* ) "

VCQV(R,r ) =Vc(R) +V±(r)

(30)

R, r and $ denote respectively the distance of the atom to

the center-of-mass of the molecule, the internal distance

in the molecule and <f> the orientation of the molecular axis

with respect to the approaching alkali atom.

V^tR,^) is an anisotropic R dependent potential, which is

constructed by adding two terms representing the interaction

of the alkali ion with the two atoms in the dZ, each of which

carries half of the charge (cf Eg. (5) of ref. s o). VA(r) is

the undistorted Morse potential of the free ol. A is the

asymptotic energy difference between covalent and ionic

states. V (R) is an isotropic Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential

for the alkali-molecule interaction on the covalent surface

and Vc(r) is the Morse potential for the free 0, molecule.

From the expressions for the total ionic and covalent poten-

tial it is clear that the R and r dependence of the surfaces

are assumed to be decoupled, which means that the intermoiecu-

lar motion of O 2 and O^ is not influenced by the proximity of

the .projectile.

Due to the separation of R and r in Eq. (30) the dynamics

is simplified enormously. From the initial 12 coupled equa-

tions only two are left, describing the (independent) motion

along R and r. Moreover, the first of those is solved analy-

tically by assuming straight-line trajectories.
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The coupling between the two surfaces is calculated using

the coupling matrix element

H12(Rc,0) =c x *exp(-c2 xRc) * sin (20) (31)

where R_ is the value of the crossing radius (measured along

R) at the instant of crossing; c^ and c2 are constants which

•will be determined in the next chapter. An expression for

Hl2 like proposed by Olson et al. (
71) cannot be used because

the vertical electron affinity of 02 is around zero (see fig.

23).The factor of sin(20) takes care of the angular dependence

of H l 2 (•
I|/87»9B). 0 is the angle between the radial velocity

of the projectile and the molecular axis.

The transition probability for a transition from one sur-

face to the other is calculated using the generalized Landau-

Zener formula (32*31*), in which the radial velocities along

R and r are taken into account. It has been shown to be equi-

valent to use the one-dimensional Landau-Zener expression in

which the radial velocity along R is taken relative to the

moving crossing (96).

Since for the covalent M + 0 2 state both quartet and doublet

states are possible and for the ionic configuration only a

doublet state exists, a statistical weight of 1/3 has been in-

cluded for all collisions involving the ionic surface. The

covalent potential VQ(R) is assumed to be the same for doublet

and quartet states (81*). Excited states of the system are not

taken into consideration in the present model, as will be dis-

cussed in the next chapters.

4.2.2. Re at the second crossing

It has been shown that for scattering along the ionic path

the value of the crossing radius at the second crossing R'

can be bigger than the one at the first crossing R°. This is

because Rc in first approximation is given by

(32)
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< 4.0
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2
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Rcrr
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Pig. 33 - Tho value of tho crossing radius R' at tho

second crossing as a function of impact parameter.

Several energies for h and Cs + 0^ aro shown. B̂  has

boon calculated using straight lino trajectories for

all impact parameters. R° is tho valuu of Rc at the

first crossing IHCO table I ) . Rc r ] a K to tha valuu of

Rc at i ts maximum. The Jumps observed correspond to

.1 maximally strotched 0^, Savoral jumps indicate that

several 0_ vibrations aro possible during tnu col l i -

sion- TtiQ impact velocities are for tha various cases;

a) 7.0-104 m/si b) 3.8*1O4 m/s; c) 2.1>)OA JTJ/S;

d) 1.1-1D4 m/sj e) 8.B«lO3 m/sj f) 7.2-102 m/s.

355 eV

ion trajectories

imitra* trajectories

Fig, 34 - Simplified picture of tho collision betwet

Cs and O2 at 35.5 eV. Only trajectories for ionic

scattering are shown. The oxygen is at rest in the i

center and i t s repulsive core is indicated by the

sphere. Five trajectories for Ca are shown. The labi

refer to ;he number of O~ vibrations during the pas-

sage between tho two crossings. Tor the trajectoriu

I, 2 and 3 the Ô  i s back in i t s starting position

and f*c
:H°. As a consequence a second electron }ump

is likely, in contrast to the trajectories 1.5 and

2.5 where R
C

> R°- Neutral scJtLeung will be thus

mainly confined to trajectories around 1,2 and 3.

Due to the different time during which the Coulomb

force is "on" these trajectories will give rise to

quite different scattering angles as is shown in th

graph. In this way i t is possible to separate

oxperiinentally different numbers of o7 vibrations.
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where I is the ionization potential of the alkali and EA(r)

the vertical electron affinity at r (both in eV). From an

inspection of the potential curves of 0 2 and 0 2 in fig. 23,

it is clear that the electron affinity of 0 2 increases with r.

If we assurae that O^ in our collision is formed via a verti-

cal, Franck-Condon transition and if we assume classical

motion of the 0^ on its potential, it is clear from fig. 2 3

that the 0- will oscillate considerably and from Eq. (32) that

Rc will oscillate with it, as shown in fig. 26.

The value of Rn at the actual passing of the projectile

through the crossing region, R', can be obtained

numerically. Since the flight time of the projectile between

the two crossings for a straight line trajectory is given by

(33)

where b is the impact parameter and v the projectile velocity

it will be strongly dependent on impact parameter (which can

be easily seen from fig. 16. As a consequence R' will also be
c

a strong function of impact parameter.

The results of the calculations using Eq.(32) and Eq.(33)

of Rc as a function of b are shown for several collision velo-

cities in fig. 33. The calculations have been performed assu-

ming straight line trajectories, also in the region of the

repulsive core. As a consequence the results for b < 2 A are

not realistic. The most important key to the understanding of

fig. 33 is the ratio RT = tcon/
t
vi}3' where t ^ has to be taken

at a small b, e.g., b = l 8 the smallest b shown in fig. 33.

If RT<% R' increases monotonously with decreasing b, as can

be seen in fig.33a.' If RT >h more than one half vibration

is possible for small b's and consequently a maximum is

seen for R'. For the impact parameters to the left of

the maximum in fig. 33b the trajectory meets R "on its way

back in", and for the larger b's the projectile still "over-

takes" the outgoing crossing. Because of the fast rate of ex-
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Fig. 35 UcEtl anil fly. 31. (below) - Productions for

trajectories along the ionic surface on the (R,r)

where B denotes the alkali-O.( distance and r the

nuclear distance of 0 , . The shaded area at the riqlit cf

the figures indicates the part of H,r space where the

ionic surface is Above the covalent surface. Thu solid

line at the boundary of the shaded area denotes the cros-

sing seam. To the left of this scam the ionic surface

is below the covalent one. The horizontal dashed lines

denote the equilibrium distances of o, and 0, (cf. fig.

23). The trajectories shown have been calculated usimj

straight line trajectories in real space. The numbers

labeling the lines refer to the impact parameters which

is equal to the classical turning point. The value of tho

crossing distance W at the Bucoml cross my is indicated

by arrows for all trajectories.

In fig. 35 the situation for K • o^ at 90.3 oV (^.I-IO*1

m/a) is shown. It can bo soon tha: for all impact para*

motors no complete vibration of G] is possible. The

incoming trajectory along the cov.ilont surface is a

straight line because t-ha /oro point vibration of 0, is

nuglectud. <

In fig. Jo the situation for cs + 0^ at S'J.*> cV (7.J-JO3

m/a) is shown. Hero several vibrations of thu O_ are

possible. 1'or Impact parameter Z.rj 8, Uc at the f irst and

at the second crossing coincide. The trajectory alona tli3

covalont surface before the electron jump is bent, in

contrast to the case of K * O_. This curvature is sugges-

tive of pre-strotching, as discussed in the text. The

dashed Horizontal line labeled r g t 0_ denotes the inter-

nuclear distance of o, at the moment of crossing.

1.15
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pansion of Rc it becomes impossible at lower velocities for

the projectile to "overtake" the expanding crossing and will

exclusively meet Rc on its way in. This leads to a jump at

b = R° and for smaller impact parameters R' decreases with b.

In the jump the maximal Rc value does not have to be reached,

as can be seen in figs.33c-f. That these jumps can occur can

be most easily seen in fig. 26. An example of a velo-

city for which a single jump is seen, is given in fig.33c,

for which RTsl. If RT exceeds unity more than one vibration

is possible during the collision and consequently more jumps

will be seen for the dependence of RQ on b. Examples are given

in figs.33d-f, for which RT is about 2, 3 and 4 respectively;

In all of these cases with RT >1 the projectile "meets" the

crossing on its way in. A minimum in the curve of Rc corres-

ponds to a complete vibration of the 0 2 during the collision

for that impact parameter. In the figures 33d-f R° has been

chosen slightly larger than the R° that corresponds to the

equilibrium distance of 02. This has been done to take pre-

stretching into account as will be discussed later (see also

table I).A picture of the collision at 35.5 eV is shown in fig.34.

The derivation of the oscillatory behaviour of R'(b) was

based on a "quasi" two-particle approximation using Eq.

(32). In this picture the target is conceived as an (aniso-

tropic) particle the internal motion of which is seen in the

"moving" crossing. The same effect can also be demonstrated

when considering the trajectory on the potential surface,

which depends on R and r f'TirK9). Projections of some trajec-

tories for K + 0 2 at 90.5 eV are shown in fig. 35. As before

the trajectories in real space are straight lines, even in the

repulsive region of the potential. The incoming trajectory

on the covalent surface can be seen as a straight line at

r = r (O«)--. At the crossing seam, denotes witn tne solid' line

the trajectory starts to follow the ionic surface, and the ol

starts to vibrate. It depends on b, which is equal for a straight

line trajectory to the classical turning point in R, where the

crossing seam is passed for the second time. The resulting

values for Rc(b) as seen in fig.35 are identical to those

found in fig.33c.
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TABLE I

Values of parameters used in the present calculations

item parameter ref.

0

0.,

°2

K

Cs

K"°2

EA

Do
W

re
Do
U)

re
I

I
e

=1.462 eV

= 5.116 eV

=1580 cm"1

= 1.207 8

= 4.09 eV

=1089 cm"1

= 1.341 8
= 4.334 eV

= 3.893 eV

= 0.025 eV
_ 1 -»C 0

65

101

101

101
102

*)

102

64

64

see text
•I nrm

Cs-O 2 e =0.032 eV

K -O~ A =1900 eV

p =0.3020 8

A =2285 eV

p =0.3060 8

Cs +-O~ A =2285 eV

coupling parameters (Eg. (31))

K + O 2 ^=0.25 atomic units see section 5.2.1

c2 = 0.5 " " " "

Cs + O2 cx = 0.35 " " " " "

c2=0.5 " " " " "

O~ internuclear distance and R^ at the first crossing **)
A C

r(8) R°(8)
3.4

4.0

4.1

4.2

*) the value from electron scattering work has been taken

(l°3), which is very close to the one derived for matrix

isolation spectroscopy of KO, and CsO2 (
101*).

**) the energy dependence of r and R°, is introduced to simu-

late pre-stretching (see text).

K +

Cs
°2.
+ °2

• •

87

53

35

eV
eV
.5 eV

1.21

1.24

1.255

1.27
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For Cs+O~ at 35.5 eV more vibrations are possible during the
collision and R'(b) is strongly b dependent. This can be seen
in fig. 36. The trajectory on the covalent surface is no lon-
ger a straight line, because in the calculations R° and r
have been taken slightly larger. This is due to pre-stretching
which will be discussed later. In fact pre-stretching is
strongly impact parameter dependent which has been ignored
here. The trajectory for b = 2.5 8 shows the case of 3 complete
vibrations and thus R° = Rc(2.5). Again from this figure the
same behaviour can be derived as can be seen in figs. 33f and 34.

The observed structure in R'(b) will effect the cross
sections in several ways. At first the transition probability
will be effected via the Landau-Zener formula and the expo-
nential dependence of H.- on R (Eq. (20)). Secondly, for neu-
tral scattering only, the deflection function will also be
effected.

Finally it is important to realise that if R
C ^ R Q » because

r=j=re, vibrational excitation of the O2 will occur, both for
neutral scattering and ion-pair formation. In case of neutral
scattering this vibrational excitation can be observed in the
time-of-flight spectrum of the scattered alkali atoms, which
will be shown in chapter 6.

4.2.3. Results of model calculations and comparison with
experimental data

The model calculations have been performed using the para-
meters given in table I. Most of the parameters have been
derived directly from the literature and some have been ad-
justed slightly for the present calculations, as will be dis-
cussed. The general features of the surfaces are in agreement
with the surfaces derived by Alexander (8I>) for Li and Na + O2-
To take into account the final resolution of the experiment,
which is estimated to be 0.3 degrees, the calculated cross
sections ha% , been convoluted with an apparatus function (75)
being a rectangular window-of width 0.3 degrees.

Before actually discussing the results, it is appropriate
to point out two shortcomings of the model. At first our model
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100 150 200 250 50 100 150 200 250

x (eV x degrees)

I'in. 31 - Calculated polar differential cross sections in the laboratory systum for positive

ion formation in K + 2

as a function of the reduced scattering angle i.
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is purely diabatic with a well localized crossing. This means

that the effect of pre-stretching ( 6 ' 9 2) or related effects

like distortion of the molecular potentials given by Lipeless

(79) are not included. Furthermore, the width of the vibra-

tional wavefunction both for the initial state and especially

for the intermediate 0^ state are ignored ( 6 ' S 0 / 9 6 ) . it

means, as already stated, that the motion of the 0^ is treated

entirely classically. Both effects will be mainly responsible

for the discrepancies between the calculated and experimental

cross sections to be discussed in the following.

4.2.3.1. Ion produation

The results of calculations of the differential cross sec-

tion for K production in K + 0 2 collisions at 90.5 eV are

shown in fig.37. The same double peak structure as observed

in the experimental results in fig.31a is seen here and in-

deed the small angle peak at x = 75 is due to covalent scatter-

ing and the larger one at T =160 to ionic scattering. The

ionic peak is larger because R' is larger than R° for all im-
c c

pact parameters (fig.33c), the effect of bond stretching as

observed before. The position of the ionic (rainbow) peak

has been fitted by the choice of the repulsive part of V.CR,^

in Eq.(30). The value of the parameters used are very close

t-i the values found for the K + - F~ interaction ("). The

agreement between theory and experiment is excellent, with

the exception of the position of the minimum between covalent

and ionic peak. This position reflects the value of R° for large

impact parameters (see .fig.19). Following the method given by

Aten and Los (9 2) we can conclude from the position of the

minimum in the experimental results that the O~ has already

increased its bond length to the equilibrium distance of

dZ before the first crossing is reached. This is not surpri-

sing in view of the very low mass of oxygen (a2) . For impact

parameters smaller than R° this effect will be of minor im-

portance .

The deflection function for positive ion formation in

K + 0 2 collisions is given in fig.38 for the colinear configu-
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I
I

o

u

200-

150-

100

50-

-50-

-100

-150

-200

K*O,

-V-
20 3.0 40 20 3.0

impact parameter (A)

Fit;. 3$ - Deflection functions for neutral scattering and ion formation/ calculated for the

colinear configuration. The labels refer to the different branches of the deflection

function: a] ion formation along the covalent path? LI Ion formation along the ionic

patn; c) neutral scattering along the covalent path (elastic scattering); d) neutral

scattering .ilong the ionic path. The branches a) and b) and also c) and d) are joined

at inioac* p.iranotor R°. The deflection function for K+ formation In K + O, collisions

la ana v ir. U-ft figure) is valid at all energies gtudied. The deflection function

f-r positive ion formation in Cs + 02 collisions li calculated for 87 eV. In this case

tlie deflection functions for lover energies are slightly different because for Cs, R°

depends on energy (see table X). The deflection functions fox neutral scattering In

K and Cs * O^ collisions have been calculated for respectively 90.5 eV and 35.5 eV.

The jumps observed in these deflection functions correspond to jumps in R° (see fig. 33)
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ration. It is clear that R° is rather close to the rainbow

region and that no three peak structure can be observed in

the cross section. The deflection function for Cs formation

in Cs + O~ collisions is also shown in fig.38. It looks

similar to the one for K+ and no peak at intermediate x values

(T K 140) can be expected. Nevertheless, from fig.37 it is

clear that the calculated polar differential cross section

for Cs+ formation in Cs + 0- collisions shows a peak at inter-

mediate x values (130 < x <150). This peak is caused by the

fact that for the impact parameters giving rise to scattering

over 150 < x < 170 (3.45 <b<3.65) the O~ will have performed

one complete vibration and R' «R°. Therefore the transition

probability for ion-pair formation will be minimal. In fact

this transition probability looks like R' itself as seen in

fig.33d. Therefore the peak at x= 140 is caused by preferen-

tial re-neutralization at the second crossing for particles

that, if they remained ionized, would have been scattered at

x « 170. The structure observed is in fact more a dip than

a two-peak structure.

Apart from this feature the Cs formation cross section

looks like the one for K+ in fig. 37 and the explanation of

its features is analogous. Comparing the calculated result

with the data in fig.31b it is evident that theory and.data

exhibit the same features. The minimum between covalent and

ionic peak, however, has disappeared completely and we have

to attribute this to strong pre-stretching. The same can be

seen for the Cs +halogen work (S0/85). in view of this pre-

stretching the value of R° has been increased slightly in

the model calculations by increasing the internuclear dis-

tance in the O2 (see table I). For all values of R° used in

the present work stable O~ will be formed.

4.2.3.2. Neutral, scattering

There exist several ways for neutral scattering. The first

is elastic scattering along one of the two quartet states. For

scattering along the doublet surfaces two paths are available.

Covalent scattering in this case is similar to elastic scat-
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tering, because in contrast to ion-pair formation no electron

jump takes place at the second crossing; both crossings are

passed diabatically. In the model a Lennard-Jones potential

is used for the covalent potentials. This is an oversimplifi-

cation, since this potential cannot describe the elastic

scattering observed for Cs+Ar, irrespective of the choice of

the potential parameters (loo.).This is due to the analytical

form of the potential (97). A Lennard-Jones potential will

always lead to slowly decreasing cross sections on a Smith

plot, whereas in the experimental results in particular for

Cs + O2 and Cs+Ar an increase at large T values (T > 200) is

seen. Scattering along the ionic path will behave totally

different, since in this case both crossings are passed adia-

batically. T;e contribution of the trajectories along the

ionic potential has to be added to the elastic cross section.

For neutral scattering along the ionic path the value of

R' will be of extreme importance. At first it strongly effects
c

the transition probability for re-neutralization at the second

crossing, but more importantly, the deflection function is

effected by the precise value of R'. This is not true in case

of scattering for ions, since here the particles remain ionized

and the Coulomb force is not. "switched" off at R1 . The deflec-

tion function for neutral scattering in K + O- collisions at
490.5 eV (2.lxio m/s) involving the doublet surfaces is shown

in fig.38 for the colinear configuration. The covalent branch

is elastic scattering. It is cut off at R° because in the model

no impact parameters larger than R° are considered. The ionic

branch shows a large jump at b = R° and it behaves for smaller

impact parameters similar to the deflection function for ions

in the same figure. The scattering angles are somewhat smaller

for the same impact parameter because the Coulomb force is

switched off at R'. The jump at b =R° is caused by the jump

in R' (see fig.33c). Due to the fast increase of R_ large

scattering angles are possible even for large b( <R ), because

the Coulomb force is "on" for a long time. In fig.39 the

results of the calculations for neutral scattering are shown.

The behaviour of the curve for K +O 2 at 90.5 eV follows direct-

ly from the deflection function. A rainbow is seen at x * 150
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Pig. 39 - Calculated differential cross sections multiplied by sin(O)Kfl (lab.system) for
neutral scattering in X and Cs •*• O. collisions as a function of the reduced
scattering angle '•
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and the cross section decreases rapidly with decreasing angle.

This is due to the jump in the deflection function. The agree-

ment between theory and experiment is good,•especially in

view of the shortcomings already mentioned.

From the discussion of the deflection function for K + 0 2

at 90.5 eV (2.1 * 10 m/s) it is clear what a dramatic effect

a jump in Rc has on the deflection function. The effect will

be more dramatic if several of these jumps are possible; i.e.

when the O~ can make several vibrations during the collision.

This is shown in fig.38 for the lowest velocity studied,

Cs+O 2 at 35.5 eV (7.2 * 10
3 m/s). The jumps in Rc in fig.33f

are reflected in the deflection functions as jumps. These

jumps in the deflection function are even enlarged by the

jumps in the transition probability and the resulting cross

section in fig.39 indeed shows three well resolved peaks.

The one at x a 55 is due to a single complete vibration of the

Ojt the one at 100 is due to two complete vibrations and the

peak at T = 160 is the rainbow. From this it is clear that the

vibrations of the 0 o during the collision are reflected as

peaks in the differential cross section. Since at 35.5 eV

Cs + O~ pre-stretching is expected to be important the inter-

nuclear distance of 0, at the first crossing has been increa-

sed (see table I). The agreement between theory and experiment

is good. In the experiment the elastic scattering seems more

important, because the peak height of the recrossing peaks is

smaller. The present choice of the covalent repulsive poten-

tial, however, gives the best average agreement for both neu-

tral and ion scattering.

The other results presented in fig.39 are intermediates be-

tween the two extreme cases already discussed. K+O- at 54 eV

is similar to 90.5 eV for the same system. Also at 54 eV no

complete O 2 vibration is possible for attractive trajectories.

For K + O2 at 27 eV and Cs + O2 at 87 eV (both 1.1 xio
4 m/s)

one complete vibration is possible (see fig.33d) and this gives

rise to a second peak in the scattering pattern at respectively

x = 105 and x=90. At 53 eV. f or Cs+O 2 (8.8 xio3 m/s) a second

vibration becomes possible for impact parameters in the rain-

bow region (figs.33e and 37). This splits the rainbow into two
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parts which also can be seen in the experimental results.

Most trajectories will lead to scattering over T =135, a

rather small value for the rainbow region which is due to

the fact that R' s R° and the Coulomb force is on relativelyc c
short. A minor fraction of trajectories will lead to scatte-

ring over x = 175, a large value since here RQ is maximal.

The peak at T = 65 is due to one vibration and is shifted to

lower T values with respect to 87 eV Cs. This is due to

the fact that the jump in R' has shifted to larger impact

parameters, decreasing the time that the Coulomb force is

"on". When decreasing the energy to 35.5 eV again the "one

vibration" peak is shifted even further to smaller angles.

In the calculations for Cs the absence of pre-stretching

in the present model has been corrected for in first order

by increasing the internuclear distance of the 0~ at the

actual crossing, thus increasing R°. The increase of r at

the first crossing is getting bigger when the collision energy

gets smaller. The agreement between theory and experiment is

iri all cases very satisfactory.

In view of the simplicity of the model we will refrain

from giving absolute cross section values and mention only

the approximate partioning of the total cross section over

the various channels. The total cross section is assumed to

be TTR° (b < R° in our model) . Around 40% of it consists ofc o
elastic scattering with T <250. Between 4 and 10% will under-

go ionic recrossing and about 15% of the trajectories leads

to ionization. The remaining fraction undergoes scattering

with f >250, i.e. scattering from the repulsive wall.
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4.3. CONCLUSION

Vibration of the O~2 molecular ion during a collision be-
tween K or Cs +O~ gives rise to structure in the differential
cross section for neutral scattering or to a lesser extent
for positive ion formation in these collisions. It is possi-
ble to see these effects, because the collision time is
chosen to be in the order of the vibrational time of the mole-
cule. The structure is directly related to the fact that Rc

at the second crossing oscillates as a function of impact
parameter. Using a simple model based on surface hopping tra-
jectories the experimental results could be reproduced quali-
tatively. This shows that the collisions are dominated by the
two potential surfaces of the covalent and ionic ground states.
In all cases where RQ =j= R° the model predicts substantial vi-
brational excitation which will be shown in a subsequent paper.
All of this shows that in the present experiments we have

been able to probe accurately motion on potential surfaces
—14with a timescale of .10 seconds.
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C H A P T E R V

NEGATIVE ION FORMATION IN Na,K,Cs+O2 COLLISIONS

5.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter it has been demonstrated that the

vibrational motion of o7 during the collision can give rise

to structure in the differential cross section for neutral

scattering (fig. 32). The structure is due to the fact that

R' is strongly impact parameter dependent (figs. 33-34).

Apart from an impact parameter dependence R^ also shows a

velocity dependence. This is evident from the comparison of

differential cross sections in fig. 32 for different veloci-

ties. All of these effects can be seen because the differ-

ential cross section in fact shows the impact parameter de-

pendence of the collision process. Therefore, it is not ob-

vious that the effects of the O~ vibration can also be seen

in impact parameter averaged experiments like total cross

section experiments. These experiments are the subject of

this chapter and it will be shown that the vibrational

effects can be seen in total cross sections. In fact, it have

been the experimental results presented in this chapter and

in ref. (105) that demonstrated the importance of vibrations

of 0~ during the collision for the first time.

The apparatus used to measure the total cross sections

for negative ion formation is described in section 2.1. Most

unfortunately observation of free electrons produced in

M + 0 2 collisions was impossible with this set-up. Because

the experimental arrangement has been constructed for high

energy experiments, no attempts have been made to obtain

accurate cross sections in the threshold region.

Collisions between alkali atoms and molecular oxygen have

been studied extensively. Initially the threshold for ion-

pair formation was studied (2t,io6-uoj e Formation of posi-

tive ions has been measured by several groups (110 ~ 1 1 H ) .
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on the absolute scale.
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Formation of negative ions, 0~ and 0^, and of free electrons

also has been observed in a few experiments (107,108,115,116)

Differential and double differential cross sections at low

energies have been measured (98,117,118,130,131^ Finally

optical excitation has been studied in K + 0 2 collision* (19»

109, ii9 - 123) m I n a l l o f ^ese works not much attention has

been paid to the collision dynamics in general. A recent ex-

tension of this work are the investigations of metastable

noble gas-molecular oxygen collisions (Z9/121*/125).

5.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured cross sections for negative ion formation are

presented as a function of the relative energy and velocity

in figs. 40-42. The measured cross sections are put on an

absolute scale by matching them either to trajectory studies

presented in this chapter of to earlier data (l * 6 ) . The most

remarkable fact about the cross sections for dZ formation is

that they do exhibit an oscillatory structure. An inspection

of the potential curves for O^ (fig. 23), including results

of recent calculations of excited 0- states ( 1 2 6), shows that

it is unlikely that bound O^ will be formed in other colli-

sions than those involving the O, ground state. Consequently

the discussion of the oZ cross sections in section 5.2.1.

will be based on the same two state model as used in chapter 4,

The O, potentials also show that formation of O~ from the

ol ground state is unlikely and in the discussion of the O

cross sections in section 5.2.2 the importance of excited

states will be discussed.

5.2.1. O2 formation

In the cross sections for O 2 formation in figs. 40-42

structure is observed, most clearly for the Cs + O 2 case. This

structure is due to the velocity dependence of the impact

parameter averaged Rc< This can be demonstrated using surface

hopping trajectory calculations, introduced in section 3.2.3
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and for the O, system described in section 4.2.1. In the cal-

culations of total cross sections some simplifications have

been made. The most important is that no scattering angle is

calculated and that the repulsive core for both the ionic and

the covalent potential surfaces is neglected. This means that

all trajectories are straight lines, even for b = 0, and that

they all contribute to the total cross section for negative .

ion formation. In the calculation the distribution over in-

ternuclear distances in the 0 2 molecule before the collision

is taken into account (see 3.2.2 and ref. (91)), with the

restriction that only internuclear distances are used that

lead to 0^ that is stable against autodetachment. No effects

related to deformation of the 6^ potential have been taken

into consideration. The parameters used in the model are the

same as given in table I. Of these parameters c, and c, in

fact have been determined in the present work. Parameter c,

(with c- kept constant) determines the position of the Landau-

Zener maximum in case of a rigid molecule. Parameter c2 de-

termines the amplitude of the oscillations due to the 0^ vi-

bration superimposed on the Landau-Zener like cross section.

c2 is fixed at 0.5 au~ , because this gives a reasonable

agreement with the experimental results and it is about the

value of c, obtained from a compilation of H,~ values by

Hasted and Chong ( 1 2 7). In the Cs case, c. is chosen such that

the maximum at 3.8 x 104 m/s in the experiments is reprodu-

ced by the calculations. As a consequence, the Landau-Zener

maximum in the case of a non-vibrating 0- would appear at
A A

7.0 x10 m/s. The maximum observed in fig. 42 at 3.8 x10 m/s

is due to a single stretching (one half complete vibration)

of the intermolecular bond and the proximity of the Landau-

Zener maximum. The maximum at 1.9 x10 m/s is due to the

fact that at this velocity three half vibrations of the O~

bond have occurred, leading to a maximal R value at the second

crossing. The maxima at lower velocities are due to succes-

sively more vibrations of the Q~^ during the collision ending

with a maximally stretched-0 - 0 bond at the second crossing.

From the calculations, it is evident that although the oscil-

latory structure is smeared out by averaging over impact para-
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CM ENERGY (eV)

o

i
5

RELATIVE VELOCITY (MIS)

<j. 4^ - Total cross suctions for o" (•») and 0^ (o) formation in Cs + 0., collisions as

a function of the relative velocity and tho t-'M energy. Ttio o" cross section

lias Uucn multiplied by 10. The (lain havu been scaled to obtain best average

agreement with tlio theoretical O^ cross section (solid line, plotted on an abs-

olute scale) described in the text.
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1'uj. 43 - Projections (or trajectories In Cs * o 2 collisions along the ionic surface on the

<H,r) plane* whoro U denotes the Cs-O., distance and r the 1ntcrnuclu.tr distance of

o,. Tim shaded area at the right of the figure indicates the part of H,r space where

tliu iontc surface is above the covalcnt surface. The solid lino at the boundary of

the shaded area denotes the crossing scam. To the left of this seam the ionic surface

is below tfio covalont one. The horizontal d<ishod linos denote the equilibrium dis-

tances of o., and O, (cf. fiq. 23). The trajectories shown have been calculated using

straight line trajectories In real space; the impact parameter is H />'2. The numbers

labeling the lines refer to the collision energy (CM), The classical turning point

along H is equal to the impact parameter. The value of the crossing distance H' is

indicated by .irrows. At energies above 50 eV (CHI no complete Oj vibrations are

possible for this impact parameter. At lower energies several vibrations arc possible.

The CM energies correspond to the velocities: 5 cV 6-10 n/s, 50 eV 1.9*JO m/s,

500 eV 6*10 m/s and 5000 eV 1,9-10 m/s. The zero point vibration of 0, on the

covalent surface iias henn neglected.
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meters and O- internuclear distances, it is still clearly

visible. For Cs+O2, irR°
2 is about 45 8 . The calculated

cross section has the maximum at around 8 8. Apart from being

caused by Landau-Zener transition probabilities, the low

cross section is mainly due to the fact that only one third

of the collisions involves coupling to the ionic state and

that about 40% of the 0^ initially formed decays by autode-

tachment. The 0^ cross section observed for Cs+0 2 is in

qualitative agreement with results from a more recent study,

where also formation of free electrons is measured (12B).

The velocity dependence of R£ for Cs + 02 can be demonstra-

ted by considering trajectories on the potential surfaces

which depend on R and r. Projections of some trajectories with

b = R°//2 and different impact velocities are shown in fig. 43.

From the figure it is seen that indeed RQ for this effective

impact parameter (fig. 16) strongly depends on the velocity.

The experimental results for K + O2 are shown in fig. 41.

Also shown are the results for K formation obtained by

Moutinho et al. (116). These results are put on an absolute

scale by assuming that the ionization efficiency in Moutinho's

experiment is equal to unity. This is justified by a recent

surface ionization study (52). The results presented by Mou-

tinho et al. concern K+ formation corresponding to negative

ion production; i.e., the electron contribution is subtracted.

j?he early results of Bukhteev et al. (115) are in qualitative

agreement with our O~ cross sections. The present experimental

data have been scaled to get best overall agreement with the

results of the trajectory studies, c, has been chosen such

that the peak in the cross section lies at the correct place.

As a consequence the Landau-Zener maximum in case of a non-

vibrating molecule would appear at 6.0 x10 m/s. The agreement

between calculations and experimental data is good, except

in the near threshold region. This might be due to the relati-

vely large experimental uncertainties, as discussed in the

experimental section. It is clear that the oscillatory struc-

ture is less evident than"in the Cs case. This is due to the

fact that both R and the variation in R are smaller than in

the former case. This is even more evident for Na + 02- The
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experimental results, scaled to the absolute experimental

cross section determined by Moutinho et al. (116) are shown

in fig. 40. Moutinho1s results have again been made absolute

by setting the ionization efficiency in his experimental re-

sults equal to unity. It is seen that in the Na case almost

no structure is visible. This is presumably due to the small

variation in R (see fig. 26). It was impossible to reproduce

the present experimental results with simple trajectory cal-

culations. There are several explanations for this. First,

the small value of Rc makes the omission of the repulsive

part in the Na - 0~ potential quite serious. In addition, the

adiabatic deformation (6'9Z) of the diabatic potential sur-

face should be substantial. Another possible explanation for

the discrepancy is the alkali excitation channel. In case of

Na + O^, in particular, strong coupling at the relevant cros-

sing can be expected (see fig. 46). The excitation channel

will be discussed in section 6.2.3.

5.2.2. 0 formation and excited states

The cross sections for 0 formation are included in figs.

40 - 42 for all three systems studied. They are about a factor

of twenty smaller than the corresponding O_ cross sections.

Furthermore, all 0 cross sections behave similarly. After a

steep rise the cross section becomes constant for a small

velocity interval and decreases afterwards. From an inspec-

tion of the potential curves in fig. 23 it is clear that the

2 —
nu state might lead to 0 formation as has been observed in

electron impact work (129). However, if the curve for the
4 - _

Z state is correct, it also might contribute to 0 formation.

After a vertical transition, strong bond stretching is to be

expected, thus enhancing the diabatic transition probability

at the second crossing. The mechanism will be similar to

that for formation of I in collisions between alkali atoms

and ICI or IBr (132). An alternative explanation for the O~

formation has been forwarded by Stockdale and Warmack (130)r

who stated that head-on collisions might be responsible for

the O formation. Their explanation is based on results of
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experiments where both Cs and 0 formed in a Cs + O2 collision

were detected.

Several energy-loss studies show evidence for formation of

O2 in excited states or possibly formation of a free electron

and neutral 0 0 in an excited state. Grosser and Meyer (118)

performed energy-loss measurements of K scattered at a fixed

lab angle of 8 degrees. Excitation is found for T (=angle

x energy) values with 200 < T < 400. This means, in view of the

work of the previous chapter, that a crossing on the repulsive

wall is involved. Which state is involved is not clear, but

the overall probability of the excitation process is very low

and does not effect the discussion of the previous section

and chapter. Excitation involving crossings on the repulsive

wall has also been seen by Durup et al. (121*) for metastable

Ar. At collision energies around 15 eV Mochizuki and Lacmann

(") observed a double peak in their energy-loss studies on

K formed in K +0- collisions. This result has been reproduced

faithfully by Okada (131) but the structure has not been

seen by Stockdale and Warmack (x 3 °). Mochizuki and Lacmann
- 4 -attribute the structure to formation of O2 in the Z u state,

which should be very close to the ground state. Recent calcu-

lations by Das et al. (126) show that this is very unlikely,

and these authors attribute the structure to vibrational exci-

tation. Since the effect is shown by Mochizuki and Lacmann

(98) to disappear at higher collision energies, it does not

concern the discussion of alkali-atom molecular oxygen-colli-

sions in this thesis. Excitation in M + O~ collisions leading

to neutral products will be discussed in the next chapter.

5.3. CONCLUSION
j
,i From the total cross sections presented in this chapter

'; two conclusions can be drawn. At first is the small O~ cross

section an indication that the dynamics of alkali-atom mole-

cular-oxygen collisions is determined by the two potential

surfaces for the ground state of the covalent and ionic states.

The second conclusion is that effects due to rapid vibrations

of the vibronically excited intermediate 0- are not only seen
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in differential cross sections, but also in total cross sec-

tions. This is important because the last, in general, can

be measured more easily. The effects are by no means limited

to O 2 or ion-pair formation. Structure in total cross sections

has been observed both for ion-pair formation involving

rapidly vibrating targets reviewed in (21t) as in certain

charge transfer reactions (133). We believe that this struc-

ture is due to rapid vibrations of the vibronically excited

intermediate state. By analysis of the structure detailed in-

formation can be obtained concerning the intermediate state

and the dynamics of the collision.

j
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C H A P T E R VI

VIBRONIC EXCITATION IN K + O2 COLLISIONS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters vibrational effects in alkali-

atom molecular-oxygen collisions are demonstrated. In chapter

4 it is shown that the internal motion of an O^ molecular ion

during the collision can be seen as a structure on the differ-

ential cross sections for neutral scattering and positive ion

formation. The data can be reproduced with simple surface hop-

ping trajectory calculations, in which only the ground state

potential surfaces of the covalent (I^Cs+O,) and ionic <K ,

Cs++ol) are taken into consideration. The good agreement be-

tween theory and experiments leads to the conclusion that the

importance of electronically excited states is small. More-

over, the model predicts vibrational excitation of 0~. Both

hypotheses will be tested in the present chapter.

Formation of electronically excited products has been ob-

served in K +O, collisions. In chapter 5 we concluded that

excitation of O2 is unimportant in the energy range of the

present studies (25 - 100 eV) and we will not discuss the mat-

ter any further. Excitation of the projectile in K +Q~ colli-

sions has been observed in several experiments (*9/*09/*19~ 1 2 1) .

Mainly the 4 P state is formed (122) and its fine structure

levels are populated statistically (123). Recently Kempter (13lt)

estimated that the absolute values reported earlier (:2 °) are

\f about a factor of 2 too high, which gives for the absolute

value of the excitation cross section about 3.5 8 at 5 eV

f (CM). Although the various experiments do not give completely

)' compatible results (109'120'121) it seems that the total cross
> * 2

section for K (4 P) formation is slowly decreasing with energy,
exhibiting some structure around the threshold. Excitation of

O2 into the A and Z states has been observed in quenching

experiments (13 5,136^ N o detaiie<3 explanation has been forwar-

ded to date to account for the observed alkali excitation.
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I i . i . AA - Ueconvaluted energy-loss spectra in the CM system ror K t O2 co l l i s i ons at 27.7 eV
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0 2 A
CM ENERGY LOSS (eV)

li>;. 45 - I)econvoluted energy-loss spuot r.» n. 'no CM system for K • 0., collisions at 96.8 eV

(LABI. This corresponds to .i t_'N •' \ \-iy of 43. b eV and a velocity of 2.2*10 m/s.

The small undulations soen in the spectra arc duo to ih« duconvolution procedure.

Apart from the elastic peak two major inelastic fudtures can he seen. Tlic first

peaking around 1.4 eV and the second is .i shoulder addod to this feature at energy

losses beyond 2 eV. All spectra have been normalized on tho satno peak height and

have been shifted for the sake of clarity.
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Only to explain the structure observed at threshold the in-

ternal reflection model has been put forward ( 1 0 9» 1 3 7). In

general it is assumed that the ion-pair state serves as an

intermediate in the excitation process. Recently energy loss

studies have been performed for metastable Ar + 0~ collisions

(12S)/ where a similar collision mechanism can be expected,

but where in addition excitation transfer and Penning ioniza-

tion are possible.

In this chapter we will describe time-of-flight experiments

on neutral scattering in K + 0 2 collisions in the energy range

from 25 to 100 eV. The experiments were performed with the

time-of-flight experiment described in section 2.3. It will

be shown that both vibrational and electronic excitation occur.

The vibrational excitation is caused by the internal motion

of the O~ molecular ion during the collision and will be ex-

plained using the method introduced in section 3.2.3 and

applied in chapter 4.

6.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The deconvoluted energy-loss spectra in the CM system are

presented in figs. 44 and 45. The undulations in these figures

are due to the Gibbs phenomenon as discussed before. For

27.7 eV (LAB) data are available at small T values and are

shown in fig. 44. It is clear that the spectra are dominated

by elastic scattering and processes having very small energy

; losses like rotational and possibly vibrational excitation,

j In addition some inelastic scattering is seen as a shoulder

to the main elastic peak. The energy-losses observed extend

I to approximately 3 eV. The amount of inelastic scattering

\i seems to increase with angle. At 96.8 eV (LAB) mainly large

'• x values have been studied and the energy-loss spectra are
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shown in fig. 45. At the smaller T values three processes can

be discerned. At first elastic scattering, secondly a well

separated feature peaking around 1.4 eV and at last a shoulder

added to this second feature. This shoulder extends from

about 2 to 3.5 eV and almost disappears for T > 174. The

1.4 eV energy-loss feature is most intense around T =114 and

its intensity decreases with increasing scattering angle.

In all cases the spectrum is dominated by elastic scattering.

6.2.1. Potential surfaces

There exist several low lying excited states for the K + O j

system (B *) . For some of these states both doublet and quadru-

plet surfaces exist, for many of which both the A1 and A"

symmetry are possible. For the present experiments the number

of relevant states is reduced because the ion-pair surfaces

are doublet states and the covalent ground state has only A"

I symmetry. As a consequence only doublet neutral surfaces

having A" symmetry have to be taken into consideration, if we

ignore direct coupling between the ground state and covalent

excited states on the repulsive wall. Thus all coupling be-

tween states goes via the ion-pair state. Cuts through the re-

sulting potential surfaces are drawn in fig. 46 with the

O- or oZ fixed at ^ ( O - ) , the equilibrium distance of 0~.

Four surfaces are drawn, the covalent and ionic ground states,

the K(42P) +O9(
3Z ) surface, which will be denoted by K*

2 1 *

surface and the K(4 S) + 0 2 ( A) surface, the 0 2 surface. From

| the figure it is clear that the K* and 0 2 surfaces are coupled

j* to the covalent ground state by the ion-pair surface. The be-

j haviour of the excited state surfaces in the repulsive region

jj is unknown.

.{: All processes proceeding along the ion-pair surface will be

strongly forward peaked, because the cross section for ion-pair
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q. 46 - Potential energy curves for several states uf t lie K + o, system. The 0, m t e r -

nuclear distance is in all cases aqua 1 to t lit cqui 1 ibrium distance of Q.,. The

curves have been constructed for the coll ne.ir configuration using the poten-

tials given in Eq. (30).
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formation is forward peaked. Most intensity can be expected

for x <180, the limit being set by the rainbow for ion-pair

formation, which is known from chapter 4. Indeed it is observed

for all inelastic features at 96.8 eV that they decrease

rapidly in intensity for x values beyond 200. One has to take

into account the difference of about a factor of 3 in angular

resolution between the experiment of chapter 4 and the present

set-up, when comparing angular data from both experiments.

From fig. 46 it is clear that the following processes can

occur in our K + O 2 collisions: elastic scattering, ion-pair

formation, projectile excitation and target excitation. Be-

cause of the internal degree of freedom, all processes can be

accompagnied by vibrational excitation, which is of vibronic

nature. In the next two sections pure vibrational excitation

and K or 0^ formation will be discussed.

6.2.2. Vibrational excitation

In chapter 4 we developed a model for ion-pair formation

and neutral scattering in K + C>2 collisions. In this chapter

we will use this model to explain part of the observed energy-

loss spectra. In chapter 4 is has been shown that due to the

rapid oscillation of the 0- on the ionic surface the crossing

radius R at the second crossing oscillates as a function of

impact parameter b. This is shown for the energies studied in

this work in fig. 47.

If neutralization occurs at the second crossing and

R1 > R° and consequently r > r the O~ molecule will be vibra-

tionally excited (r denotes the internuclear distance of 0 2

and R° is the value of R at the first crossing). At the in-

stant of reneutralization the O2 gets potential energy because

r?*re; moreover, the O^ before reneutralization can have in-

ternal kinetic energy, which is conserved. From this it is

easy to show that
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Fig. 47 - The value of the crossing radius R* at the second crossing as a function of

impact parameter. The two energies studied in this paper were used in the

calculation of R̂ ,, assuming straight line trajectories for all impact para-

ph ters. For impact parameters below 2 8 this approximation is no longer

valid and the corresponding part of the R1 curve is dashed. The jumps obser-

ved correspond lo n maximally stretched O~ for this impact parameter. The

impact velocities are 1,2-10 m/s and 2.2*104 m/s. At the right hand part of

the figure an tsnargy-loss axis is given, which has been calculated using

Eq. (341. See text.
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R(A)

ao 10.0

Fiq. 48 (above) and fig. <99 (left) - Projections for

trajectories on the (R.rj plane, where R denotes the

K-O? distance and r is the i«nternuclear distance of

O,. The figure is divided into two parts by the solid

lino indicating the crossing seam. To the left of the

line the ionic surface is below the surface of the co-

valent. groud state j to the right of the seam the cova-

lent surface is below the ionic surface. The horizontal

dashed lines indicate the equilibrium distances of 0,

and O~, The trajectories shown have been calculated

using straight line trajectories in real space. The

numbers labeling the lines refer to the impact parameter

which is equal to the classical turning point along R.

The values of the crossing distance R1 at .the second

passing of the seam are indicated by arrows for all

trajectories. The trajectrories refer to the following

situation; the particles approach each other along the

covalent surface; the zero point vibration of the O~

molecular ion is neglected. At the crossing seam an

electron jump occurs and the O~ starts to oscillate.

At the second passing of the seam the electron jumps

bacK. It is clear from the figures that for most impact

parameters this results in vibrational excitation of

the o^. For impact parameters around 2.8 % for 27.7 cV

this is not the case (c£» fig. 47). In fig. 48 the

situation for 27.7 oV (l,i«io* m/s) is shown. In fig.

49 trajectories for 96.B cV ( 2 . M 0 4 m/s) .iro displayed.
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1.0 1.5

energy loss (eV)
2.0

Calculated onorgy-loss spectra for tno two cnorqics studied expcrimontally. The
spectra have been convoluted to t,ikf> the onyalor MM] energy r&solution of the
machine into account, Sac text.
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AE = 14.41 (-7--—)
Rc Rc

where AE is expressed in eV and distances in 8. Consequently

an energy loss can be associated with each R' and thus in

fig. 47 an energy-loss scale can be given. In the derivation

of Eq. (34) a flat covalent and purely Coulombic ionic surface

have been assumed.

For all impact parameters where the trajectory does not

hit the repulsive core, i.e. b >2 X, vibrational excitation

will be observed at 96.8 eV, since here R' >R° always holds.
c c

From fig. 47 one might expect a minimum energy-loss of about

0.5 eV at this energy, a peak around 1 eV and a maximal excita-

tion of 1.5 eV. At 27.7 eV a complete vibration of the 0 2

during the collision is possible and thus R' can be equal to

R°. This means that for this energy a much broader energy-

loss spectrum can be expected, which does not have the lower

bound of 0.5 eV observed for 96.8 eV.

. As shown before the collision process can also be display-

ed by showing trajectories on the potential surfaces. In the

present case trajectories are shown in figs. 48 and 49 which

start in the covalent surface, jump to the ionic surface and

go back to the covalent surface. From fig. 48 it is clear

that for 27.7 eV vibrationally elastic scattering can occur

for b«2.8 8, but from fig. 49 that this is impossible for

96.3 eV (provided that b > 2 2 ) .

The double differential cross section a(AE,Q) can be easily

calculated using the programs described before. In this

j calculation momentum transfer and vibrational excitation cor-

3' responding to it have been ignored. Only the vibrational ex-

citation due to the ionic intermediate is calculated using

'jj Eq. (34) . Consequently the results are equal in the LAB and

./• the CM frame. The results of the calculations have been con-

voluted with rectangular windows to take into account the an-

gular (0.9 degrees) and energy resolution (0.7 eV) of the

machine. The final results are shown in fig. 50 for both ener-

gies studied. The spectra agree qualitatively with the experi-

mental observations, only the large energy-loss tail is absent.
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It is seen that the predicted behaviour from fig. 47 is indeed

observed in the calculations. For 27.7 eV the smooth and de-

creasing behaviour of a(AE,0) is seen most clearly at T = 7 5 .

At 96.8 eV a pronounced peak is seen around 1.1 eV, which dis-

appears for T >150. In the experiments the peak is observed

at 1.4 eV. The cause of this discrepancy is not certain, but

is not too disturbing in view of the fact that our model is

relatively simple and ignores rotational and vibrational ex-

citation due to momentum transfer. Therefore we ascribe the

1.4 eV feature at 96.8 eV and the shoulder observed at 27.7 eV

to vibrational excitation along the ionic surface. The calcu-

lations show that beyond the ionic rainbow excitation is small

compared to elastic scattering, but still some vibrational

excitation can be expected, which indeed is observed in figs.

45 and 50. The large energy-losses with AE >2 cannot be ex-

plained in this way, which will be discussed in the next

section.

In the present model rotational and vibrational excitation

due to the anisotropy of the potentials is not included. The

importance of these processes in the present study is minor '

and might correspond to AEsO.l t13 6) .Nevertheless, some rota-

tional and vibrational excitation will occur in scattering

which we for simplicity have called elastic.

6.2.3. Electronic excitation

As mentioned in the introduction excitation of the projec-

tile has been observed in K + O2 collisions (19,109,1x9-121^

• Mainly the 4 P state is formed ( 1 2 2), which corresponds with
!< an energy loss of at least 1.62 eV. Moreover excitation of the

5 two low lying O2 states has been observed in quenching experi-

jj ments J 1 3S'J 36) . One of those cannot be formed in the present

X situation because of symmetry (8"), but excitation of O, in

the A state is allowed. This corresponds to an energy loss

of at.least 0.98 eV.

In view of the endothermicities for K* and O^ formation

(1.62 and 0.98 eV) it seems logical to attribute the high ener-

gy-loss tail observed around 2.5 eV to electronic excitation

of either projectile or target, together with substantial
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vibrational excitation. This vibrational excitation can be

explained in the same way as for the ground state.

There are several ways along the potential surfaces which

lead to electronic excitation. The first is to assume a direct

interaction between the initial state and the final state on

the (unknown) repulsive wall. If this is the case scattering

over predominantly large x values is to be expected, which is

in contradiction with the experimental observation in fig. 45

that the high-energy loss tail is confined to small scatter-

ing angles. Therefore excitation is more likely to proceed

along the ionic surface and excitation occurs at a third curve

crossing at the end of the collision. As can be seen in fig. 46

the value of the crossing radius at this crossing is rather

large and weak coupling can be expected. The coupling will be

strongest when the radial velocity is small, which is the case

for large impact parameters. From the deflection functions in

fig. 38 it can be seen, that large impact parameters correspond

to small T values, in agreement with the observations in fig. 45.

In view of the rather limited information obtained on

electronic excitation in this paper it is very hard to estimate

the amount of electronic excitation in the total cross section.

From fig. 45 it is clear that the K and 0- excitation amounts

to only a few percent of the elastic scattering. From the fact

that only the outgoing crossing determines the excitation pro-

bability, we expect a decrease of electronic excitation with

increasing velocity. This seems consistent with the fact that

Kempter's estimate (131*) of the total K formation cross section

of 3.5 A* at 9.1 eV (LAB) is about 10% of the total cross section

TTR . It is not consistent with the observation by Anderson et

al. (121) that the total cross section for K formation decreases

only very slowly with energy. This might be attributed to the

fact that the ionisation efficiency of their surface ionization

detector (13e) was assumed to be constant, whereas it is likely

to decrease at higher energies causing the apparent cross sec-

tion to decrease as well.
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6.3. CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have demonstrated that vibrational

excitation can be caused by motion of the trajectory on an

intermediate electronically excited state (here K +O-).

Although the final products of the collision are in their

electronic ground states we in this case still can speak of

vibronic excitation. An energy of about 1.4 eV could be trans-

ferred in this way from translation to vibration in an effi-

cient T-E-V transfer process, which is active at large impact-

parameters .

Simultaneous vibrational and electronic excitation is ob-

served in addition. This vibronic excitation process involving

the K* (4 P) or o£ (1A) states also involves the ionic inter-

mediate state.

The processes described here are the inverse of collisio-

nal quenching. We hope that the simplified surface hopping

trajectory method successfully applied to the present pro-

blems can be a help in solving the problems of the mechanism

of quenching processes.
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C H A P T E R V I I

NEUTRAL SCATTERING AND VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION

IN K+Br 2 COLLISIONS

7.1. INTRODUCTION

Collisions between K atoms and Br- molecules are one of the

classical topics of the investigations in atomic and molecular

collision phenomena. The studies of the chemical reaction of

K and Br2 have been performed at the beginning of the "alkali

age" of beam chemistry ( 3 ). Ion pair formation in K + Br2 col-

lisions has been studied extensively and a wealth of informa-

tion on the dynamics of electronically inelastic collisions

has been obtained in this way, as indicated in chapter 3. A

third important exit channel for K + Br2 collisions is non-

reactive and vibrationally inelastic scattering, i.e.

K +Br2(v) (v1) (35)

The study of this process at energies between 20 and 150 eV

is the subject of this chapter. The experiments have been per-

formed with the machines described in the sections 2.2 and

2.3 of this thesis. Results will be presented for the differ-

ential cross section for neutral scattering in K + Br2 colli-

sions. In addition energy-loss spectra of the scattered fast

potassium will be shown.

There have been many studies of the non-reactive scattering

of alkali atoms by halogen molecules. At thermal energies

quenching of the forward glories has been observed (*3 9)

differential cross sections for non-reactive scattering have

been measured (13/X1»0 ~ lt|2 and references cited therein). At hyper-

thermal energies non-reactive scattering has been studied by

Kempter et al.(11*3) and by Evers et al.C1"*1*). In all of these

experiments no energy analysis of the scattered K was perfor-

med.
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Several models have been developed to describe the obser-

ved non-reactive scattering; they have been summarized by

Evers et al.f11*1*). In particular, the optical model (13) and

the orbiting mode/ (3»llt5) both assume that non-reactive scat-

tering comes only from impact parameters larger than a certain

critical value b , which is related to the crossing radius R .c c
For impact parameters smaller than b a chemical reaction will

occur. At hyperthermal energies ion-pair formation becomes

important and completely adiabatic models like the optical or

the orbiting model are no longer valid as demonstrated by

Evers et al.(llflf). In the hyperthermal energy range surface

hopping trajectory studies are needed for a good description

of the collision process.

The results presented in this chapter will be analysed

using the surface hopping trajectory methods introduced in

chapter 3 and applied to K + 0~ collisions in chapters 4 to 6.

It will be shown that the results can be understood in the

same way as the K + 0 2 results in chapters 4 and 6. In addition

a new effect, covalent reneutralization, will be introduced.

In contrast to the K + 0 2 case no projectile excitation is ob-

served in K + Br~ collisions, which is in agreement with the

observations for K +Cl 2 by Lacmann and Herschbach (
1 0 9).

7.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured cross sections for neutral scattering 1(0) in

K + Br2 collisions are presented in fig. 51. in this figure the

product p = I (9) x sin 6 x 9 is plotted as a function of the re-

i duced scattering angle x (angle x energy). On such a Smith

plot cross sections for elastic scattering show up as approxi-

ij mately flat and smooth curves (97) as can be seen for the

'<* Cs+Ar results in fig. 32. From fig. 51 it is clear that the

'; cross section consists of two parts. At small x values a very

rapidly decreasing p is observed. At a certain critical x value

xQ the decrease in p abruptly stops and the cross section is

approximately flat beyond xc- The value of x increases with

collision energy. For 20 eV and 27.7 eV a small local minimum
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Pig. 52 - Deconvoluted energy-loss spectra in the CM

system for K + Br2 collisions at 20.7 eV (LAB). This

corresponds to a CM energy of 16.7 eV and a velocity

of l.0*104 nt/s. The small and rapid undulations seen

are due to the deconvolution procedure. Apart from a

zero energy-loss peak inelastic scattering is seen.

This is demonstrated by subtracting from the right

hand side of the deconvoluted spectrum the mirror

image of the left hand side. The results of the sub-

traction are indicated by the solid lines. All spec-

tra have been normalized on the same peak height

and have been shifted for the sake of clarity.

Fig. 53 - Deconvoluted energy-loss spectra in the

system for K + Br2 collisions at 45.2 eV (LAB),

corresponds to a CM energy of 36.3 eV and a veloe.

of ].5xlO4 m/s. See caption of fig. 52.
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Fig. 54 - Deconvoluted energy-loss spectra in the CM

system for K + Br2 collisions at 6B.fi eV (LAB). This

corresponds to a CM energy of a5.3 eV and a velocity

of l.B*104 m/s. See caption of fig. 52.
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Fig. 55 - Deconvoluted energy-loss spectra In the CM

system for K + Br2 collisions at 96.6 eV (LAB). This

corresponds to a CM energy of 7"?.? «v and * velocity

of 2.2x10 m/s. in the energy-loss spectra no well

separated inelastic features are seen. All spectra

have been normalised on the sane peak height and have

been shifted for the sake of clarity.
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around x is seen. The data presented in fig. 51 seem to be

a logical extension to higher energies of the differential

cross sections for neutral scattering in K + Br2 collisions

measured by Evers et al.C11*1*) in the energy range from

0.5 eV to 7 eV (LAB).

Deconvoluted energy-loss spectra in the CM frame are pre-

sented for several T values and collision energies in figs.

52 - 55. From the spectra it is clear that noise has been

introduced by the deconvolution. This has happened because

the filter settings have been chosen such that a narrow elas-

tic peak in I(AE) around AE =0 is obtained. This has been done

especially at 20.9 eV and 45.2 eV because the inelastic

effects are restricted to small AE values in contrast to the

spectra seen for K +O o in the previous chapter. In the spectra
41shown in figs. 52 - 55 no evidence for a K isotope peak is

! seen and thus the results hold for isotopically pure K. At

the lowest three energies excitation can be observed, which

is well distinguished from the peak that corresponds to zero

! energy loss. To clarify this inelastic feature we used the

fact that in first order the oscillatory structure on I (AE)

is symmetrical to the origin. By subtracting from the right

hand side of the main peak the minor image of the left hand

side.the inelastic feature is separated. This is shown in

figs. 52-55 by the solid line. In most cases the solid line

almost coincides with the original deconvolution. In cases

where it does not (due to filter and noise conditions) the

"real" inelastic feature will be something in between the

i solid line and the deconvolution.

j At 20.9 eV the shape of the inelastic contribution is in-

" dependent of T and the distribution peaks at about 0.4 eV.

),• At 45.2 eV the inelastic feature seems to become broader

•J with increasing x and peaks around 0.5 eV. At 68.8 eV the

', elastic peak is much broader than in the other experiments

because the peak in the time-of-flight spectrum is much broa-

der here (see figs. 12-14). The solid lines shown that at

this energy large energy losses between l.l and 1.6 eV are ob-

'; served. Because the intensity of these inelastic features are

small it is hard to determine their position accurately.
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Moreover, the precise location is determined by the filter

settings. It is clear, however, that at 68.8 eV energy-losses

of more than 1 eV are observed. At 96.6 eV no excitation

whatsoever is observed for the T values studied at this energy,

Differential cross sections for K+ formation in K +Br 2

collisions have also been measured with the differential cross

section machine of section 2.2. Good agreement has been ob-

tained between our results and earlier measurements by Aten

and Los (9 2 ) . For a discussion of these results we refer to

their paper, chapter 3 and refs. (6/92fllf6).

7.2.1. Collision model

The results presented in figs. 51-55 will be analysed

with the aid of surface hopping trajectory calculations. This

theoretical method has been introduced in chapter 3 and given

for K,Cs + O- collisions in section 4.2.1. The programs used to

analyse our neutral scattering in K +Br 2 collisions are simi-

lar to those used for the 0 2 systems with a few exceptions.

A relatively minor point is that for K + Br2 the coupling

matrix element H-2 depends on the molecular orientation angle

0 and the value of the crossing radius R according to

c

H*2 =c1R* exp(-c2R*) cos(0) (36)

with H 1 2 = H 1 2 / / X * E A ( r )

and

R* = Rc . ( /T+ /EATrl) / /T

where I is the ionization potential of K (4.334 eV) and EA(r)

is the molecular electron affinity for a given internuclear

separation of the molecule r. The reduced relation for H.2 is

adapted from the one introduced by Olson et al. (71). c. and

c2 are parameters which have been taken from ref. (
91) or

(92). The angular dependence of H 1 0 is a cosine for K + Br~

(86'87). Another difference between K +Br2 and K + 0 2 is
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K+Br2 20 eV

diabatic
trajectory

reneutkalizing
trajectory

j

Fig. 56 - Simplified picture of a collision between a fast K atom with an energy of 20 eV

and a fixed Brj molecule. The initial crossing radius is given by the circle with

radius R°. The repulsive part of the potential is marked by the sphere. The impact

parameter is equal to R°//2, The two possible ways of neutral scattering along the

covalent path are indicated. In the upper part a diabatic trajectory is seen. In

this case the system remains on the covalent potential surface throughout the colli-

sion. In the lower part a reneutralizing trajectory is seen. At the second crossing

a jump to the ionic surface is made. A third crossing is now possible at R'. Note

that RQ depends on the impact parameter. In case of reneutralization the system

returns to the covalent surface at R'.
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that for K + Br2 the covalent surface has only one species

and can always couple to the ionic surface at the crossing

seam, because the ionic state has the same species. A more

important difference is that in the present case more than

two crossings can be important as will be shown in the next

section.

, 7.2.1.1. R' at later crossings

It has been shown for alkali-atom oxygen collisions in

chapter 4 that the location of the second crossing for scat-

tering along the ionic path is extremely important. At first

because it strongly influences the transition probability at

that crossing and, for neutral scattering, it determines the

scattering angle and thus the deflection function. Consequent-

ly structure in the dependence for R'c on impact parameter

(b) is reflected in structure on the differential cross sec-

tion (see figs. 32 and 33 ). Therefore it is a logical step

at the beginning of the analysis of K + Br- collisions to study

the dependence of R' on b.
c

The dependence of R' on b is determined by the flight time

of the projectile between the two crossings given in Eq. (33)

and the dependence of R on t. The last can be derived from

the potential curves which are given for the Br and 0 2 sys-

tems in figs. 22 and 23. From this the dependence of R,, on t

can be calculated using Eq. (32) and the results are given in

figs. 25 and 26. From these figures it can be seen that

1) the initial decrease in Rc as a function of time is much

slower for K + Br 2 than for K + 0 2;

2) the ultimate increase in R is much larger for K +Br,•

; The first effect introduces a new feature to the collision

] dynamics for the K +Br- system, namely the occurrence of more

" than two crossings for scattering along the covalent path.

This is visualized in fig. 56. The upper part shows (covalent)

diabatic scattering where no electron transfer takes place

at all. Here no third crossing can be reached. The lower part

shows scattering along the covalent path where an electron

jump does occur at the second crossing. Now Br~ is formed and
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Fig. 57 - The value of the crossing radiua R̂  as a function of the impact parameter. In case

of covalent reneutralization (full lines) R1 refers to the third crossing (see fig.

56). In the case of ionic reneutralization (dashed lines) R' refers to the second

crossing. Results are Bhown for several energies studied in this paper. Rc has been

calculated using straight line trajectories for all impact parameters. For impact

parameters below 3.5 8 this approximation is no longer valid. At the right hand side

of the figure an energy-loss scale is given, calculated using Eq. (34).
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consequently R will start to increase. Initially this in-

crease is slow and the K ion can travel a little before R_

"speeds up" and will "try to overtake" the escaping K ion.

If this happens a third crossing has to be passed and at this

crossing the electron can jump back. This process is called

covalent reneutralization. The effect can occur in a wide

energy range. At the lower limit covalent reneutralization

becomes impossible because the second and third crossing will

virtually coincide. This can be calculated to happen around

1 eV and j.t happens at all energies studied for K,Cs+O2.

The upper energy limit is determined by the fact that for high

energies the third crossing takes place at such large R_

values that no coupling will occur at this crossing any long-

er. This is calculated to happen around 80 eV.

The dependence on the impact parameter of R' at the third
c

crossing for covalent reneutralization has been calculated and

the results are shown for three energies in fig. 57. It is

clear that R' increases with energy for a given b. This is

simply because it takes more time at higher energies for the

crossing to "overtake" the escaping K . Furthermore R' is

seen to increase with decreasing b. This is a direct conse-

quence of Pythagoras1 theorem. The calculations of R' for
c

covalent reneutralization have been performed assuming the un-

perturbed Br2 and Br2 potentials which have been used before

(91'92).

So far only scattering along the covalent path has been

discussed in this section. As has been demonstrated for K + O 2 ,

reneutralization after scattering along the ionic path can

result in a considerable cross section for neutral scattering.

To see if this is also the case for K + Br2, R
1 at the second

crossing for ionic scattering has to be considered. Here we

have to do with the fact that the ultimate increase for R

••; ] is very large for K + Br2. Therefore no reneutralization after

ionic scattering can occur for K + Br2 at energies below around

80 eV, At higher energies relatively small R' values can be
c

found for impact parameters very close to R°. This is shown
for 95.5 eV and 142 eV in fig. 57. In the calculation of R1

_ c

for ionic reneutralization the Br2 potential had to be made a

little shallower, as will be discussed in the following.
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142eV

Fig. 58 (above) and fig. 59 (left) - Projections for

trajectories on the (R,r) plane, where R denotes the

K-Br2 distance and r is the internuclear distance of

Br2- The figure is divided into two parts by the

crossing seam, indicated bv the solid line. To the

left of this seam the ionic surface is below the co-

valent surface; to the right of the seam the ionic

surface is above the covalent surface. The equilibrium

distance of Br2 is indicated with an arrow. The equi-

librium distance of Br,~ (2.85 2) falls outside of the

picture. The trajectories shown have been calculated

using straight line trajectories in real space. In the

calculation the initial zero point vibration of the

Br2 molecule has been neglected. The numbers labeling

the lines refer to the impact parameter, which is

equal to the classical turning point along R. The

values of the crossing distance at the second or the >'.

third crossing R1 are indicated by arrows.

Figure 58 refers to the following situation; the

particles approach on the covalent surface and remain

on this surface after the first crossing is passed.

At the second passing of the seam an electron jump

occurs and the system moves on the ionic surface to a

third crossing. At this crossing reneutralization

takes place. As a consequence the Br2 molecule is left

vibrationally excited. The situation is shown for

20 eV (9.9M03 m/s).

Fig. 59 refers to the following situation; the

particles approach on the covalent surface and an elec

tron jump occurs at the first crossing. The trajectory

continues along the ionic surface and only for impact

parameter 4.75 8 a second crossing with small R^ occui

At this crossing the system jumps back to the covalen'

surface and the Br2 molecule is leEt vibrationally

excited. For smaller impact parameters the seam is pa:

sed again at very large R^ values, where no coupling

possible. The situation is shown for 142 eV (2.7*10* i

The potentials used are different from those of fig.

See text.
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It has been shown before that the effects of "moving" and

"overtaking" crossings also can be described by considering

the motion of the system on the r,R dependent potential sur-

face. This is shown for the present situation in figs. 58

and 59. In fig. 58 the situation for covalent reneutraliza-

tion at 20 eV is depicted. The trajectory comes in along the

equilibrium distance of Br2 until the first crossing is rea-

ched. Here no electron jump takes place so the trajectory

continues along the covalent surface, gets reflected against

the centrifugal potential at R = b and returns to the crossing

seam. At the second passage of the seam electron transfer

does take place and consequently r increases rapidly because

of the repulsion in the BrI. After a short time the seam is

passed for the third time and R' that is found is the same

as seen in fig. 57. At this third crossing the electron

jumps back for the trajectories drawn and a vibrationally

excited Br- is formed. It is seen that the crossing seam is

passed again for a fourth time, but in this case the value of

R is so large that coupling can be neglected.

In fig. 59 the situation for ionic reneutralization is

shown at 142 eV. Now electron transfer takes place at the

first crossing and consequently r increases. It can be seen

that due to the shape of the seam most trajectories will not

pass the seam a second time with small R'; instead they move

parallel to the seam and cross it when R > 20 (see fig. 24).

Indeed reneutralization is limited to large impact parameters.

The calculations of figs. 58 and 59 have been performed

assuming straight line trajectories for all impact parameters.

The potentials used are the same as used in the calculation

of fig. 57.

Summarizing we see that covalent reneutralization is a pro-

cess which is important in the wide energy range from approx-

imately 1 eV up to 80 eV. It will be active for a wide impact

parameter range as can be seen in fig. 57; R' for covalent

reneutralization is not a strong function of impact parameter.

Ionic reneutralization is a process which is active at ener-

gies from about 100 eV. In the energy range studied in this

chapter (up to 142 eV) it is a process which is limited to im-
pact parameters just below R°.

c
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30-

impact parameter (A)

Fig. €0 - Deflection functions for neutral scattering after covalent

reneutralization in K + Br2 collisions at 7, 20 and 58 eV,

The rainbows observed in the deflection functions are due

to the three particle dynamics of the collision.
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7.2.1.2. Deflection functions

It has already been mentioned that the shape of the depen-

dence of R' on b influences the shape of the deflection func-

tion for neutral scattering involving reneutralization. This

has been demonstrated for neutral scattering in K and Cs + 0 2

collisions and can be seen in fig. 38. in this case one has

to do with ionic reneutralization. Deflection functions for

ionic reneutralization in K +Br 2 collisions at energies above

100 eV look qualitatively like the deflection function for

ionic reneutralization in K +O 2 collisions at 90.5 eV (see

fig. 38, branch d). The only exception is that the jump ob-

served for b < R is not as steep.

For covalent reneutralization an interesting effect appears

from the calculations. This can be seen most easily when con-

sidering the analytic expression for the deflection angle in

case that exclusively Coulomb attraction between the second

and third crossing determines the scattering angle. This ex-

pression can be easily shown to be

From this equation it follows that T increases monotonously

with both b and R'. In fig. 57 we have seen that R' decreases

monotonously with b. As a consequence for a given energy |T|

will exhibit a maximum as a function of b when one takes the

b dependence of R' into account. Since x(b) represents the

deflection function this means that a rainbow is observed.

This rainbow is caused by the dependence of R' on b, which
c

' is caused by the intermolecular of the Br2- As soon as the

molecule does not change its bond length anymore during the

collision R' becomes constant and the rainbow disappears. In

X fig. 60 deflection functions are shown for covalent reneutra-

lization in K +Br 2 collisions. They have been calculated for

the colinear configuration and take the repulsive part of the

potential into account. Clearly the rainbow effect is seen in the

"real" deflection functions. From fig. 60 it is clear that the
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rainbow angle increases with energy, because R' at the rain-

bow impact parameter increases with energy.

7.2.2. Results of model calculations and comparison with

experimental data

The model calculations have been performed using the poten-

tial parameters given by Aten and Los (92) . For the r of the

covalent Lennard-Jones potential a different value has been

used (3.9 8) as used by Evers and de Vries (llt7).To take the

experimental resolution of the machines into account the cal-

culated cross sections and energy-loss spectra have been con-

voluted with rectangular windows; the width is 0.3 degrees

for the differential cross section machine of section 2.2,

which might be an underestimate; for the angular width of the

time-of-flight machine 0.9 degrees has been taken and the

energy resolution of the machine has been estimated to be

0.5 eV.

» 7.2.2.1. Differential cross sections

The results of the calculations of the differencial cross

sections for neutral scattering in K + Br2 collisions are pre-

sented in a p = I(0)xsin 0 x 0 versus T (Smith) plot in fig. 61.

One should be aware of the fact that the T axis of this figure

is not the same as in fig. 51. The calculations have been per-

formed for the experimental beam energies. In addition the dif-

i ferential cross section has been calculated at 7 eV to compare

o our results to the full surface hopping trajectory calculations

by Evers et al. C1"1*). Comparing the results in fig. 61 to the

j experimental data in fig. 51 it is clear that good agreement

>' between calculations and measurements is obtained. The calcula-

' ted cross sections, however, show a more rapid fall at the

cut-off angle T C after which the cross section is essentially

flat. This might be due to the fact that the transmission

function of the detector has a gaussian shape instead of the

assumed rectangular shape. Another discrepancy is that in the
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calculations an increasing p is observed at the smallest x

values of the calculation, whereas in the experiments a con-

tinuously falling p is seen. This discrepancy could have the

same cause as the previous one. Experiments with a better

angular resolution are in progress to get a definitive answer

to these questions. At present we will leave the issue and

discuss the calculated differential cross sections in more

detail.

The calculated cross sections for 7, 20 and 58 eV are si-

milar in shape. They are all a combination of covalent reneu-

tralization and (covalent) diabatic scattering. The sharp

peak observed at small x values (x < x where x a 12 at 7 eV,

x re 30 at 20 eV and x «45 at 58 eV) is the rainbow discussedc c

in the previous section. The large cross section observed for

x < x is entirely due to covalent reneutralization. At larger
x values (x > x ) diabatic scattering becomes important. Atc
the lowest energy (7 eV) repulsive diabatic scattering contri-

butes about a third to the observed cross section but becomes

more important with increasing energy. At 58 eV almost all of

the observed repulsive scattering is due to diabatic scatter-

ing. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the Landau-

Zener transition probability for a diabatic transition increa-

ses with energy. The small increase in the cross section after

x observed for 20 eV and especially 7 eV is due to the fact

that for the corresponding impact parameters the potential is

not yet entirely repulsive; the attractive part of the Lennard-

Jones potential makes itself felt in this region.

It is important to note that especially at low energies the

diabatic transition at the first crossing leading to covalent

scattering is caused by the spatial orientation of Br~ at the

first.crossing. A perpendicular orientation leads (see Eq. (36))

to very small H.2 values and consequently large diabatic

transition probabilities.

The calculated cross section at 7 eV is in qualitative

agreement with the full 3-dimensional surface hopping trajec-

tory calculations by Evers et al. (1 "*'*). The absolute value for

covalent reneutralization from our calculations is about
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7.5 & , which is approximately a factor of 2 lower than the

value obtained by Evers et al. (9 ** /* "•") . In Evers ' calculations

the contributions to neutral scattering of the various pos-

sible mechanisms cannot be isolated. From our work we conclude

that a major cause of the surprisingly large cross section

for inelastic neutral scattering observed in his calculations

for K + Br2 at low energies (E _< 7 eV) I1*1*) is caused by cova-

lent reneutralization.

At energies above 80 eV covalent reneutralization can no

longer be important since R1 is so large that the probability
c

for reneutralization becomes negligible. The observed fast in-

crease in the cross section with decreasing x(x < T ) seen in

fig. 51 at 95.5 eV and 142 eV has to be caused by ionic reneu-

tralization. In the discussion of R1 for ionic reneutralization

we have seen that in this case large impact parameters b < R

will be mainly responsible for the observed scattering, and

one has to do with grazing collisions. For these collisions

pre-stretching (see section 3 and (6 '92)) is important.

The effect of pre-stretching is to make the Br~ potential

weaker and to increase R . In our calculations it was neces-

sary to make the Br2 potential shallower in order to fit the

observed cross sections of fig. 51. This was achieved by re-
— —" l — l

ducing the u> of Br~ from 150 cm to 75 cm at 95.5 eV and

to 82 cm at 142 eV. The resulting dependence of R1 on b is

shown in fig. 57. It is seen that for b <R°, R' is rather
~ c c

small giving rise to scattering angles and cross sections as

observed in fig. 61.
7.2.2.2. Energy-loss speatpg

Energy-loss spectra have been calculated in the same way

as has been done for the K +O- collisions described in section

6.2. In the calculation only the energy which the Br~ gets

by its motion on the ionic? surface and by jumping back to the

repulsive wall of the Br- potential is taken into considera-

tion. In this case the energy-loss AE is directly related to

R̂ , using Eq. (34) • This equation also allows to draw an energy-

loss scale on fig. 57.
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In case of covalent reneutralization R' and consequently
c

AE are quantities which vary slowly as a function of impact

parameter. As a consequence the energy-loss spectra calculated

are almost independent of the scattering angle. The convoluted

energy-loss spectra all have a more or less gaussian shape.

The peaks in the energy-loss spectra fall at 0.5 eV for

20.9 eV beam energy, at 0.8 eV for 45.2 eV and at 1.2 eV at

68.8 eV. This is except for 68.8 eV slightly higher than ob-

served in the energy-loss spectra in figs. 52- 54.

The ratio between inelastic scattering and elastic scatter-

ing in our model, simply is equal to the ratio of covalent

reneutralization to diabatic scattering at that angle. This

means that for x < x the inelastic contribution should be much

larger than the elastic. Outside x_ a little inelastic scat-

: tering can be seen in the energy-loss spectrum which is due

! to repulsive covalent reneutralization. At 20.9 eV beam energy

all energy-loss spectra have been taken outside x_ and the ob-

served ratio of inelastic scattering to elastic scattering in

! fig.52 agrees roughly with the calculated ratio. In doing this

we have assumed that all inelastic scattering, which is due

to covalent reneutralization, is indicated by the solid lines

in fig.52 and that the zero energy-loss peak represents purely

elastic scattering in our model; i.e., diabatic scattering.

When considering the 45.2 eV results most observations are now

made for x < x . In this case inelastic scattering should domi-

nate the energy-loss spectrum. If we assume that the inelastic

fraction is confined to the part indicated by the solid lines,

this is clearly not the case. Therefore we are led to the con-

J elusion that inelastic scattering caused by covalent reneutra-
I*

lization has to merge into elastic diabatic scattering. In

£ other words, covalent reneutralization can lead to smaller

•j energy losses than follows from our simple R' considerations

\ using Eq. (34) . Apparently some of the energy transferred to

the Br2 during the collision is transferred back. There are

two possible mechanisms that can account for this. At first,

as the transition from Br2 to Br^ and back is made in a smooth,

adiabatic way in contrast to the discontinuous diabatic way,

it is conceivable that less energy is transferred to the Br~
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molecule than follows from our simple adiabatic picture. A

second possibility to explain the small energy losses to assume

that charge migration in the Br~ during the collision transfers

energy from the Br~ to the K+. This is the relaxation mechanism

proposed by Zembekov and Nikitin (**°) . The same discussion

about the ratio elastic to inelastic scattering clearly

applies to the 68.8 eV data in fig. 54.

From an inspection of fig. 5 7 it is clear that most R' values

are too large to allow ionic reneutralization. The losses are

smaller than 0.5 eV corresponding to R' < 6. In addition the inelas-

tic contribution is strictly confined to T < T C because repulsive

tribution is strictly confined to x < T because repulsive
c

ionic recrossing is impossible. The experimental energy-loss

spectra for 96.6 eV are taken at T >x . Consequently no exci-

tation is expected and no excitation is observed too.

The width of the zero energy-loss peaks observed in fig. 55

for 96.6 eV are about the same as the width of the unscattered

primary beam (0.5 eV). This means that very little excitation

occurs in these collisions, which involve scattering on the re-

pulsive wall. From this we can conclude that (covalent) diaba-

tic scattering does not give rise to much rotational and vibra-

tional excitation and can be considered to be an elastic pro-

cess, which has been assumed in the preceding discussion.

7.3. CONCLUSION

The initially slow internal motion of a Br_ ion formed in

a K + Br2 collision leads to the existence of more than two

< crossings for the covalent scattering path. This third crossing

j; leads to the possibility of covalent reneutralization, which

is a process leading to scattering over small x values (x < 70)

'I and which can cause considerable vibrational excitation of the

.V Br2 molecule. Energies of more than 1 eV can be transferred in

' this way. The total cross section for this process can be in

the order of 10 8 . The process has not been incorporated in

most simple trajectory studies in ion-pair formation (6'50'

7 8,9i,9 2j kut ^s n o t expected to change the calculated cross

sections dramatically. The process of reneutralization has
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been included in the full surface hopping trajectory calcula-

tions of Evers et al. (91f' llf **) . It is inferred to be mainly res-

ponsible for the large cross sections for inelastic scatter-

ing observed in that work.

In this paper the surface hopping trajectory method is

brought to one of the limits of its applicability. The trajec-

tories for reneutralization virtually move through the cros-

sing seam as can be seen in figs. 58 and 59. The curve

crossings for covalent reneutralization are very close to one

another and this suggests other theoretical approaches, for

instance, related to the tunneling model of Nikitin et al.

(11*9)-Nevertheless, the surface hopping trajectory method is

able to describe reneutralization phenomena in K +Br^ colli-

sions. In case of K + 0 - collisions the surface hopping trajec-

tory method works well for ionic reneutralization, which

clearly is observed as discussed in chapters 4 and 6.

Covalent reneutralization, however, is not observed in K + C^

collisions in the experimental angular domain (see fig. 32 ).

This has to be attributed to the fact that here the trajecto-

ries for covalent reneutralization exactly pass through the

crossing seam at the energies studied experimentally.
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C H A P T E R V I I I

OSCILLATIONS IN A FINAL VIBRATION POPULATION

In chapters 6 and 7 we have seen that vibrational excitation

can be caused by a transition to an electronically excited

state and back during the collision. The vibrational excita-

tion is caused by the fact that the intermediate molecular ion

oscillates. Effects of these oscillations during the collision

have been shown in chapters 4 and 5; the motion of O2 on the

intermediate ionic surface results in structure on the differ-

ential and total cross sections for neutral scattering and ion-

pair formation. It might be expected that the oscillations of

O_ also results in oscillatory structures on the final vibra-

tional population. Indeed the calculations made for K +O2 vi-

brational populations show that the vibrational population has

an angular dependence which is coupled to the vibration of 0~.

Due to the moderate angular resolution of our time-of-flight

machine these structures cannot be seen. If these experiments

are made with a high energy and angular resolution, final vi-

brational populations are likely to be observed and these might

serve as a test for the double Franck-Condon model (section

3.4), which is capable of predicting final vibrational popula-

tions for these systems. Since experiments are not yet avai-

lable we have examined the existing literature on experiments

that give vibrational populations, e.g. processes of the type

A*+BC(v = 0) •+ A + + BC" -• A + BC (v'=f) (38)

which have been dxscussed with Eq. (28). The requirement for

, these experiments is that single vibrational levels can be seen

/* and that the collision time is in the order of the vibrationa],

time. Structure in vibrational populations has been observed

for some systems, which will be discussed in the conclusion of

this chapter. At first the system for which calculations have

been made using the double Franck-Condon method will be dis-

cussed.
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14

Ar(JP2)+N2(X)

Ar(1Sg)+N2(C
3nu)

I 1 I

Fig. 62 - Potential energy curves for several states

of the Ar + N^ system plotted against the Ar-N2 sepa-

ration. The zero of energy corresponds to ground state

Ar + N_ at infinite separation. At R « R, the equili-

brium bond length of N2 changes, see text. The avoided

crossing between the Ar(3P2) + N2(X> and Ar(*S > + N2

(C n ) curves occurs at R = R .

2.0 R.. 3.0 R, 4.0 5.0

R(A)

Fig. 63 - Simplified description of the Ar-N2 collision.

The origin 0 corresponds to the center of mass of the N2

molecule. The Ar trajectory is assumed to be a straight

line from the bottom to the top of the figure with im-

pact parameter b. The intermolecular distances Rj_ and R_

are defined in fig. 62.
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8.1. QUENCHING OF METASTABLE Ar BY N2

Cutshall and Muschlitz (15°) studied the process

Ar*(3P0 ) +N,(X,v = 0) ->Ar(1S^) + N*(C3n,v1 = f) (39)

There is considerable evidence (151,152) that this reaction

involves a direct potential surface crossing between the two

states involved. In addition, the ionic surface corresponding

to Ar ++N~ should lie slightly above the Ar* + N2 surface when

the Ar - N 2 separation is approximately 3 8. Our semi-quantita-

tive estimates for these potential surfaces are shown in

fig. 62. We assume that the collision proceeds as indicated in

fig. 63. The Ar approaches the N2 molecule, and at R= R.,

(point A in fig. 63) the R value for N2 suddenly increases by

about 0.008 8. This increase is induced by the presence of

the Ar +- N~ surface; R (N~) is approximately 0.09 8 larger
e r ̂

than r (N«) (161). The Nl thus formed then vibrates approxima-

tely three times before the crossing at R=R. (point B in

fig. 6 3) is reached. The location of R, is almost independent

of r; consequently it is assumed to be fixed. The Ar +N 2

system may or may not make a transition to the Ar + N~ surface

at this point. In either case the system continues to point C

where again a transition between the two surfaces can occur.

Then the two particles separate. Thus, the N2 product may be

formed either at the first crossing (point B) or the second

crossing (point C). In the latter case the Nl will have vibra-

ted so many times that the effect of the vibration is comple-

tely lost, and the time-averaged result of Eq. (29) is obtained.

Thus, our emphasis shall be on those collisions which produce

N2 at point B.

The calculations have been performed with the model given

in section 3.4. Since the final vibrational population obtained

with Eq. (29) is valid for a single trajectory it is necessary

to average the results over impact parameters. We assume that

the Ar atom follows a straight line trajectory as given in

fig. 63. Thus, the average of cos(w d/vQ) must be obtained (see

Eq. (29)), where v is the average laboratory velocity in the

region between points A and B, and d is the distance between
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these points. For larger values of b the distance d increases

rapidly and we assume that vibrational effects are averaged

here. The calculations have been performed in the region

0 < b < 0.7 R, . In the calculation it has been taken into account

that only a fraction of the N- is formed at the crossing at B.

Cutshall and Muschlitz (15°) report the ratio of the v' =0 to

the v1 = 1 vibrational level of N, (C II ) . Their data as a func-

tion of the relative collision energy is shown in fig. 64.

We have fit their data using our model and the results are

also shown in fig. 64. The molecular parameters used in the

fit are given elsewhere (153). The calculations are rather

sensitive to the potential parameters, some of which are not

well known. Moreover adjustments in the fit made with one para-

meter can be compensated with another. The final result agrees

well with the experimental results. It is also possible to cal-

culate the probability Pf for the other vibrational states of

the N- product. The time-averaged results, corresponding to

Pf = S f (Eq. (29)), are compared in Table II with the available

experimental results. Again the agreement is very good.

8.2. DISCUSSION

A number of approximations were made in this work. The

average over impact parameters carried out was done for straight

line trajectories and was restricted to values of b in the

range 0 <b<0.7 R^. In addition, the Landau-Zener theory of

surface crossings shows that the probability of switching po-

tential surfaces is dependent upon the impact parameter. How-

ever, we have ignored this effect because it is relatively

unimportant at smaller impact parameters. We have also neglec-

ted any consideration of the Ar + N2 (B1 ) product channel (
1SI*).

Finally, we have ignored all terms involving cos(2w t ), etc.

\ in Eq. (29), and we have assumed that all N^ molecules produced

at the second crossing give the time-averaged results Sf.

These last two approximations are reasonable at low energies,

but at higher energies more exact calculations would be re-

quired.
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Fig. 64 - Population ratio (v'=0)/£v'=l) for the N^(C n̂ J product as a function of the

relative collision energy. The circles are the experimental values taken from

ref. IS0; the solid line is the theoretical result from Eq. 129). The number N

is the number of half vibrations of the N2 molecule makes before the energy

transfer process occurs.
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TABLE II. Relative N 2 (C
3IIu) vibrational populations'

2

V1

Beam

Beame

Afterglow

Afterglow6

Direct ,
Franck-Condon

Theory^

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

26

28

21

23

56

29

1

+ 2

+ 2

4

5

5

19

5

2

.3 + 0.6

• • • •

.5

.9

3

< 0.8

• • • •

0.77

0.5

5.4

1.1

0

•

0

0

1

0

4

• • •

.3

.2

aAll results normalized to 100 at v1 =0

Ref. (150).

Ref. (1S").

Ref. (160).

This work/ time averaged result.
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The theory is consistent with the important experimental

results for the Ar + N~ (C II ) product channel. The time-aver-

aged vibrational distribution (see Table II) is explained by

the shift in the r value of N2 before the energy transfer

takes place. This shift is due to the deformation of the N2

potential by the Ar as introduced by Lipeless (7 9) . Both the

phase and the amplitude of the oscillations in the vibrational

^ distribution are in good agreement with the experimental

] values, as shown in fig. 64. Finally, the theory predicts, in

<\ analogy with the work of chapter 5, that the total cross sec-

tion for production of N2 (C II ) should show small oscillations

which are in phase with the oscillations in fig. 64. Such os-

cillations can be seen in the measurements of Lee and Martin

( 1 S S), in accord with our prediction. However, these oscilla-

tions cannot be seen in more recent work (*s 6) from the same

laboratory, so the prediction is unproven.

It is possible to describe the energy dependence of an

energy transfer process, such as that given in Eq. (38) , over

I the entire energy spectrum. We assume the molecule undergoes

• a Lipeless-like shift in r before the energy transfer occurs,
e 3

but we restrict ourselves to systems such as Ar( P) +N, where

the shift in r is relatively small. At very low energies the

molecule will tend to follow the change in r adiabatically.

Even if some vibration is induced in the BC~ molecule, the

effect of the vibration is averaged out over the collision.

Consequently, the vibrational distribution in the BC product

should be approximately equal to the Franck-Condon distribution

for the process BC~(v = 0) -+BC(v' = f) . Also, there should be no

oscillations in either the vibrational distribution of the

product nor in the total cross section. This is the situation

originally discussed by Lipeless (79). The Ar( P) +N 0
3

-»• Ar + N2 (C IIu) system approaches this limit at energies below
0.05 eV. At very high energies, the collision is quite differ-
ent. The value of rQ changes, but the molecules does not have

time to vibrate at all before the energy transfer occurs.

Consequently, the vibrational distribution in the BC product

is equal to the Franck-Condon distribution for the process

BC(v = 0) ->BC(v' = f) . This result has been seen in high energy
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charge transfer studies (133,157) and it is the basis of the

Franck-Condon model of section 3.2.2. At intermediate energies

the BC~ molecule will vibrate a few times before the transi-

tion producing BC occurs. Thus, the total cross section should

show oscillations as a function of the relative energy. In

addition, the product vibrational distribution will oscillate

(in phase with the total cross section oscillations) about the

low energy Franck-Condon result before going smoothly at

higher energies to the high energy Franck-Condon result. To our

knowledge there are no systems which have been studied over

the entire energy range. Nevertheless, the energy dependence

described here is consistent with the available experimental

data. Hopefully, a complete experimental test of the theory

can be made in the near future.

8.3. CONCLUSION

The agreement between experimental data and theoretical

results in fig. 64 for the quenching of Ar( P) by Nj is very

good. This might be attributed to the fact that the relevant

potentials are not well known and that many adjustments can

be easily made. These adjustments, however, are not capable of

generating the oscillatory behaviour observed in fig. 64. This

is a direct consequence of the fact that in the double Franck-

Condon model the time evolution of the wave function is follow-

ed explicitly. The oscillations are due to the molecular vi-

bration on the intermediate NT potential. In fact the maxima

observed in fig. 64 correspond to 7 and 5 half vibrations of

the wave packet while the Ar atom moves between the two cros-

sings. The vibrational population is determined by the flight

time of the Ar atom between the crossings A and B.

In the previous chapters similar effects have been observed.

In all cases oscillations on various cross sections for atom-

molecule collisions where vibronic excitations play a part can

be attributed to vibration of the intermediate molecule or

molecular ion. It is very likely that a molecule will vibrate

when formed via a Franck-Condon transition in an electronically
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excited state. This is simply because the equilibrium distan-

ces of different electronic states of a molecule are not the

same. Whenever the collision time is in the order of the vibra-

tion time, oscillatory patterns can be expected. This is not

only the case for the examples studied in this thesis, but in

many more atom or ion-molecule collisions involving ion-pair

formation as shown in this thesis, charge transfer processes

(133) and Penning ionization (158). Work to explain vibrational

populations in another quenching process (Na + N~) is currently j

undertaken (96). In all of these processes the complicated ,

dynamics of atom molecule collisions might be revealed by the i

study of vibronic excitation in atom-molecule collisions.

i

> ' •
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SUMMARY

Vibronic excitation means simultaneous vibrational and elec-

tronic excitation of a molecule. It occurs because the equili-

brium distance of a (diatomic) molecule often is not the same

for different electronic states of this molecule. As a conse-

quence, vertical electronic transitions from one state to

another can lead to vibrational excitation of the molecule in

the new state. Vibronic excitation appears in this thesis in

two ways. At first an atom molecule collision can cause vibro-

nic excitation of the molecule, which is measured directly.

Secondly vibronic excitation will influence the dynamics of an

atom molecule collision. In this thesis it is demonstrated

that in scattering experiments the effect, of vibronic excita-

tion on the collision dynamics can be studied explicitly,

without actually measuring the final vibrational state of the

I molecule. To see effects of vibronic excitation on collision

; dynamics the collision time has to be in the order of the vi-

,: brational time of the vibronically excited molecule. This means

i in general that experiments have to be carried out at hyper-

i thermal energies.

In this thesis studies on collisions between alkali atoms

and O2 or Br~ with energies from a few eV up to a few keV are

presented. The experimental techniques employed are described

in chapter 2.

The vibronic excitation studied is caused by electron trans-

fer processes of the kind K + 0- •*• K + 0 2. The actual electron

jump in these collisions occurs at an outer crossing. The elec-

1 tron jump model consequently has been called "harpooning". In

] case of atom-atom collisions these electron transfer collisions
i

are fairly well understood as explained in section 3.1. Elec-

1 tron transfer processes in atom molecule collisions can be des-

•j cribed-classically with the surface hopping trajectory method

•'. introduced in section 3.2.3. In this method the vibronic exci-

tation of the molecule during the collision, e.g. 0 2 to oZ,

causes the olj molecular ion to vibrate classically like a clock.

Because the electronic properties of 0^ like the electron af-

finity strongly depend on the internuclear distance of the oZ

molecular ion, the vibration of the 0^ ion during the collision
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changes the (Landau-Zener) transition probabilities for elec-

tron transfer dramatically. If the 0~ ion has enough time du-

ring the collision to perform a complete vibration the result

of the collision will be different, than when the 0~ ion has

performed only half of a vibration. Thus the description of the

collision involves a timing problem. A change in timing can be

accomplished by changing the impact parameter or the projectile

velocity. The first case is studied in chapter 4 in a differ-

ential scattering experiment. The second is done in chapter 5

in a total cross section experiment. Direct measurements of

vibronic excitation are given in the last 3 chapters. In

chapters 6 and 7 the final vibrational populations of 0- and

Br2 after a collision with a K atom are presented. They have

been measured using a time-of-flight technique and no indivi-

dual vibrational levels can be seen. The results can be des-

cribed using the surface hopping trajectory method. In case of

Br-f a slowly vibrating molecule, the vibrational excitation

is mainly caused by a collision involving three potential

crossings, in contrast to the 0 2 systems. In chapter 8 results

of an experiment are discussed where individual vibrational

levels can be seen. Now the results have to be explained by an

extension of the surface hopping trajectory method, the double

Franck-Condon method, which treats the vibrational degree of

freedom quantum mechanically.

In all of the work it is demonstrated that it is possible

to follow the vibration of an vibronically excited molecule

during its collision with an atom. In doing this one is able

to resolve molecular motion on a timescale of 10 sec, the

sub-picosecond region.

.1
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SAMENVATTING

Vibronische excitatie betekent het tegelijk vibrationeel en

electronisch aanslaan van een molecuul. Dit kan optreden,

omdat de evenwichtsafstand van een (twee-atomig) molecuul ver-

schillend kan zijn voor diverse electronische toestanden van

het molecuul. Hierdoor kunnen verticale electronische overgan-

gen aanleiding geven tot vibratie-aanslag in de nieuw gevormde

toestand van het molecuul. Twee aspecten van vibronische exci-

tatie worden naar voren gebracht in dit proefschrift. Ten eerste

is het mogelijk dat een molecuul in een botsing met een atoom

vibronisch wordt aangeslagen, wat direct waargenomen kan worden.

Ten tweede kunnen vibronisch aangeslagen moleculen de dynamica

van een botsing bepalen. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond,

dat door middel van verstrooiingsexperimenten deze effecten

bestudeerd kunnen worden. Om effecten van vibronische aanslag

in een botsing te kunnen observeren moet de botsingstijd onge-

veer even lang zijn als de vibratietijd van het vibronisch aan-

geslagen molecuul. Dit betekent dat de experimenten met bundel

energieën hoger dan thermisch moeten worden uitgevoerd.

In dit proefschrift worden botsingen tussen alkali-atomen en

de moleculen O^ en B ^ beschreven. De botsingsenergieën zijn in

de orde van enkele eV's tot enige keV's. De gebruikte experi-

mentele technieken worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 2.

De vibronische aanslag die in deze botsingen bestudeerd

wordt, wordt veroorzaakt door electron overdrachtsreacties

van het type K + O ^ + K +O-. De eigenlijke electronensprong

vindt plaats op een potentiaalkruising, die buiten het repul-

sieve gebied van de relevante potentialen ligt. Daarom wordt

J dit soort processen ook wel met "harpoen reacties" aangegeven.

In het geval van atoom-atoom botsingen kunnen de electron-

} overdrachtsreacties redelijk beschreven worden, zoals aangege-

•<i ven in' sectie 3.1. Electronoverdracht in atoom-molecuul bot-

] singen kan klassiek worden beschreven met baanberekeningen

waarbij sprongen naar andere potentialen toegestaan zijn, zo-

als beschreven in sectie 3.2.3. Bij deze baanberekeningen be-

tekent vibronische aanslag tijdens de botsing, zoals de over-

gang van O 2 naar O^, dat het molecuul gaat vibreren. Aangezien

de electronische eigenschappen, zoals de electronen affiniteit,
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van het gevormde oT ion afhangen van de internucleaire afstand

in het molecuul, beinvloedt de moleculaire vibratie de (Landau-

Zener) overgangswaarschijnlijkheid voor electronoverdracht.

Wanneer het 6^ ion genoeg tijd heeft tijdens de botsing om een

volledige vibratie uit te voeren, zal het resultaat van de

botsing heel anders zijn, dan wanneer het molecuul slechts een

halve vibratie uitvoert. Derhalve moeten in de beschrijving

van een dergelijke botsing tijden met elkaar vergeleken worden:

de botsingstijd en de vibratietijd. De eerste kan men verande-

ren door de botsingsparameter of de snelheid van het projectiel

te variëren. Het eerste is gedaan in hoofdstuk 4 in een dif-

ferentieel verstrooiingsexperiment. Het tweede is gedaan in

hoofdstuk 5 in een totale werkzame doorsnede experiment.

Directe metingen van vibratieverdelingen na de botsing worden

beschreven in de hoofdstukken 6 tot 8. In 6 en 7 worden de

vibratieverdelingen van 0~ en Br~ na een botsing met een K-atoom

gepresenteerd. De metingen zijn verricht met looptijdtechnieken

en individuele vibratieniveaux kunnen niet waargenomen worden.

De resultaten kunnen worden beschreven met klassieke baanbe-

rekeningen op elkaar snijdende oppervlakken. In geval van Br-,

een langzaam vibrerend molecuul, wordt de vibratie-aanslag

voornamelijk veroorzaakt door botsingen waar drie potentiaal-

kruisingen van belang zijn. Voor het sneller vibrerende.O- is

dit nioh mogelijk. In hoofdstuk 8 worden resultaten van een ex-

periment besproken, waar wel individuele vibratieniveaux zijn

waargenomen. In dit geval zijn deze resultaten beschreven met

een uitbreiding van de methode van klassieke baanberekeningen,

het dubbele Franck-Condon model, waar de vibratie vrijheids-

graad quantum-mechanisch behandeld wordt.

In alle gevallen die besproken worden in dit proefschrift,

blijkt opnieuw dat het mogelijk is om de vibratiebeweging van

een vibronisch aangeslagen molecuul tijdens een botsing met

een atoom te volgen. De tijdschaal waarop deze bewegingen zich

afspelen is in de orde van 10 seconde, het sub-picoseconde

gebied.
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NAWOORD

Het in de voorafgaande pagina's beschreven werk is tot stand gekomen

binnen de veilige muren van het FOM instituut voor Atoom- en Molecuulfysica

in Amsterdam. Dankzij de geweldige teamgeest die er heerst en de welover-

wogen infrastructuur, is het hier mogelijk om met slechts beperkte kennis

op allerlei terrein toch wetenschappelijk werk te verrichten. Het instituut

is vervuld van de dynamische geest, die er gebracht is door de oprichter

, ervan, Professor J.Kistemaker, die ik graag wil bedanken voor de gelegenheid

die ik heb gehad om hier te werken.

1 Het was een bijzonder voorrecht te mogen werken in de groep van Professor

Joop Los. Ik heb grote bewondering voor zijn eenvoud en scherpzinnigheid, •

als ook voor zijn vermogen om ieder van zijn medewerkers zich op zijn eigen

wijze te laten ontplooien en hen toch enige grondregels voor het doen van

onderzoek mee te geven. Dankzij zijn voortdurende aandrang op elegantie

i en eenvoudige beelden, was het mogelijk om de rode draad die door een atoom

• molecule botsing loopt te vinden. Joop's altijd openstaande deur onderstreept

dat er op het FOM instituut amper drempels zijn.

Het eigenlijke experimenteren gebeurde op de "vloer" van de Moleculaire

i Bundel afdeling. Allen die daar werken en gewerkt hebben wil ik danken voor

1 de plezierige samenwerking. In het bijzonder ben ik André Mayers dankbaar

voor zijn enthousiasme en de kundigheid waarmee hij het apparaat vanaf de

grond herbouwd heeft. Carel van Oven ben ik zeer erkentelijk vanwege zijn

grote inzicht in atoomstraal apparatuur en wat zich daarom heen bevindt.

Mijn opleiding tot experimentator heb ik gehad van Maarten Hubers, die

ook buiten de wetenschap veel voor mij betekende. Zeer veel heb ik geleerd

uit de samenwerking met Jacob Aten, wiens originaliteit en doorzettings-

vermogen ik benijd. Het werk gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift is een

I voortzetting van het werk van Maarten en Jacob. Met genoegen denk ik ook

4 terug aan de experimenten op "Het" apparaat van John van Wunnik en Peter

: Massmann. De belangstelling in dit werk van Dolf de Vries heb ik zeer op

f prijs gesteld.

ß, Veel van de resultaten uit dit proefschrift zijn gekomen met buitenlandse

i gasten. Eric Gislason ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor zijn vele inspanningen

en wijze lessen gedurende zijn "zondagse" jaar. Het verblijf van Vladimir

Khromov was weliswaar kort, maar krachtig. Een weekeinde meten eind vorig

jaar vormt de hoeksteen van dit werk. Ook wil ik de zeer inspirerende tijd,

'. die ik doorbracht bij Keith Gillen op het Stanford Research Institute, niet

onvermeld laten.
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Al het in dit proefschrift beschreven werk was slechts mogelijk dankzij

de activiteiten van de "professionele" groepen op het lab. De mechanische

apparatuur werd ontworpen in de tekenkamer door Evert de Haas, Paul de Jongh

en Maarten Hoogervorst en vervaardigd in de werkplaats, onder leiding van Ton

Neuteboom, door Ruud Boddenberg. De electronische apparatuur is afkomstig

uit het electronisch lab, waar mijn dank uitgaat naar Paul van Deenen,

Hans Alberda en Hans ter Horst. De apparatuur kan in principe vanuit een

gemakkelijke stoel bediend worden, dankzij de inspanningen van de computer

groep onder leiding van Coen Visser. Speciaal Cees van Doornik ben ik zeer

erkentelijk voor het bouwen van de snelle correlator. Dankzij de zorg van

Jan Verhoeven en het vacuumlab voor onze (roterende) pompen was de appara- •

tuur altijd leeg. Voor numerieke problemen was Frans Vitalis altijd bereik-

baar. Alle "papieren" problemen werden zonder pardon opgelost door Louise

Roos en het secretariaat. Dankzij de activiteiten van deze groepen en van

vele anderen, die het lab schoon, warm en van alles voorzien houden, was het

mogelijk een onderzoek zoals in dit proefschrift beschreven te verrichten.

Nogmaals, aan allen hiervoor hartelijk dank.

Naast het doen van het wetenschappelijke werk heeft ook het verschijnen

van dit boekje als zodanig vele voeten in de aarde gehad. Zeer veel dank

ben ik verschuldigd aan Professor H.H.Brongersma, die ondanks zijn zeer

bezette bestaan als co-referent is opgetreden en de inhoud van dit proef-

schrift kritisch heeft bezien. Voor die inhoud maakte Hanna Vanenburg alle

tekeningen, Frans Monterie heeft ze gefotografeerd, Tine Köke-van der Veer

typte er de tekst bij en Henk Sodenkamp Jr. maakte er een boek van. Tenslotte

zorgden Renée Kistemaker, Gerard Kuylenburg en Rob Stolk voor de omslag.

Allen tesamen maakten zij van de voeten in de aarde een aardige wandeling

over een nieuw terrein en ik dank ze hartelijk voor alle inspanningen.
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Op de omslag is afgebeeld:

De walvisvloot van de familie Doornekroon.

Adam van Salm (werkzaam 1706-1719).

Paneel,pen en inkt.

Detail.

Amsterdams Historisch Museum

AMOLF Repro Amsterdam
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